IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF NORTHAMPTON COUNTY
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
CRIMINAL DIVISION
No.:· C-48-CR-3514-2017

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

vs.
JACOB HOLMES, JR.,
Defendant.

PENNSYLVANIA RULE OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE
1925{a) STATEMENT
AND NOW, this 2 nd day of February, 2022, the Court issues the

following statement:
On October 1, 2021, Defendant Jacob Holmes, Jr. ("Holmes") filed a
notice of appeal to the Superior Court of Pennsylvania from the judgment of
sentence entered on April 27, 2021. See Notice of Appeal, Commonwealth

v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Oct. 1, 2021).
On November 22, 2021, pursuant to our request under Pa.R.A.P. 1925(b),
I

we received Holmes's "Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal." For
the reasons set forth below, we respectfully suggest that Holmes's appeal
lacks merit and should be dismissed.
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BACKGROUND
I.

Proced u ra I Posture
On August 15, 2017, officers with the Easton Pol ice Department

arrested Holmes, charging him with: (1) criminal homicide,1 (2) criminal
conspiracy to commit criminal homicide,2 (3) recklessly endangering another
person, 3 and (4) firearms not to be carried without a license. 4 See Police
Criminal Complaint, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P.
Northampton Co. Aug. 15, 2017). Holmes's preliminary hearing took place
before Magisterial District Judge Antonia Grifo on October 19, 2017. 5 See
Preliminary Hearing, Commonwealth v. Holmes, X120236-4 (C.P.
Northampton Co. Mar. 9, 2018) ("Prelim."). All charges were bound over to
the Northampton County Court of Common Pleas following the preliminary
hearing. See id. at 63. Then-President Judge Stephen G. Baratta assigned
this case to the undersigned "for all pre-trial, trial[,] and post-trial
proceedings." See Order of Court, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Oct. 25, 2017) (Baratta, P.J.).

1

18 Pa.C.S.A. § 2501(a).
18 Pa.C.S.A. § 903(a)(1).
3
18 Pa.C.S.A. § 2705.
4
18 Pa.C.S.A. § 6106(a)(1).
5
The Commonwealth ultimately withdrew the charges of recklessly endangering
another person and firearms not to be carried without a license at Holmes's
preliminary hearing. See Prelim. at 4.
2

2

On December 19, 2017, the Commonwealth filed a "Notice of Intent to
Seek the Death Penalty."6 See Commonwealth's Notice of Intent to Seek the
Death Penalty, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P.
Northampton Co. Dec. 19, 2017) ("Notice of Intent"); see also Pa.R.Crim.P.
802. On that same date, Holmes was formally arraigned on the charges of
criminal homicide and criminal conspiracy to commit homicide. See Notes of
Testimony, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P.
Northampton Co. Dec. 19, 2017) ("N.T. Dec. 19").
Holmes was represented by the Northampton County Public Defender's
Office from the time of his arrest. See Order of Court, Commonwealth v.

Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Aug. 25, 2017)
( directing the Northampton County Public Defender's Office to represent
Holmes at his preliminary hearing). The Northampton County Public
Defender's Office filed Omnibus Pretrial Motions on Holmes's behalf. See
Omnibus Pretrial Motions, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017
(C.P. Northampton Co. Jan. 18, 2018) ("Omnibus Pretrial Motions").
Following receipt of discovery, the Northampton County Public Defender's
Office became aware of a number of conflicts related to its representation of

6

In support of its notice, the Commonwealth averred two aggravating
circumstances warranting the imposition of the death penalty. See Notice of Intent
,i,i 5-6. Specifically, the Commonwealth averred that Holmes "committed the
killing while in the perpetration of the felony offense of Violation of the Uniform
Firearms Act - Firearms not to be Carried Without a License ... [and] that in the
commission of the offense of First Degree Murder, the defendant knowingly created
a grave risk of death to another person in addition to the victim of the offense." Id.

3

Holmes. See generally Notes of Testimony at 3-20, Commonwealth v.

Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Jan. 19, 2018) ("N.T.
Jan. 19"). Holmes declined to waive these conflicts of interest. See id. at
21-25. Thereafter, we appointed Brian M. Monahan, Esq. and Matthew J.
Goodrich, Esq. to represent Holmes. See Order of Court, Commonwealth v.

Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Jan. 24, 2018). We
granted defense counsel additional time to supplement the Omnibus Pretrial
Motions filed by prior counsel. See Order of Court ,i 3, Commonwealth v.

Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Feb. 20, 2018).
Holmes filed Supplemental Omnibus Pretrial Motions on March 9, 2018.

See generally Supplemental Omnibus Pretrial Motions, Commonwealth v.

Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Mar. 9, 2018)
("Supplemental Omnibus"). We held a hearing on Holmes's motions on
March 23, 2018. See generally Notes of Testimony, Commonwealth v.

Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Mar. 23, 2018) ("N.T.
Mar. 23."). We denied Holmes's Omnibus Pretrial Motions and Supplemental
Omnibus Pretrial Motions on April 11, 2018.7 See Opinion of the Court,

Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Apr.
11, 2018).

7

Holmes's Supplemental Omnibus Pretrial Motions incorporate his earlier Omnibus
Pretrial Motions. See Supplemental Omnibus Pretrial Motions at 1-2,
Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-5314-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Mar. 9,
2018); see also Omnibus Pretrial Motions, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR5314-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Jan. 18, 2018). As such, we reference only
Holmes's Supplemental Omnibus Pretrial Motions herein.

4

Holmes's jury trial commenced on November 30, 2020. On December
15, 2020, the jury returned a verdict finding Holmes guilty of first degree
murder and criminal conspiracy to commit first degree murder. On
December 23, 2020, the jury was dismissed after indicating that it could not
unanimously impose the death penalty. On April 28, 2021, we imposed a
sentence of life without parole for first degree murder and a consecutive
sentence of fifteen to thirty years for criminal conspiracy to commit first
degree murder. See generally Notes of Testimony, Commonwealth v.

Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Apr. 28, 2021) ("N.T.
Apr. 28").
II.

Factual Background
A. Events of March 30, 2009
The underlying charges against Holmes stem from a homicide that

occurred on March 30, 2009. See Police Criminal Complaint, Affidavit of
Probable Cause at 1, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P.
Northampton Co. Aug. 15, 2017). On the evening of March 30, 2009,
Easton Police responded to a report of a shooting at the Easton Cafe. See
Notes of Testimony at 174, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017
(C.P. Northampton Co. Dec. 8, 2020) ("N.T. Dec. 8"). Upon arrival, the
police found Miguel Aponte ("Aponte") laying on the floor of the bar,
deceased. See id. at 175-76. A forensic pathologist determined that
Aponte's cause of death was multiple gunshot wounds and that the manner
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of death was homicide. See Notes of Testimony at 54, 76, Commonwealth

v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Dec. 14, 2020)
("N.T. Dec. 14").
John Melhem ("Melhem"), the owner of the Easton Cafe, was working
at the bar the night of the homicide. See N.T. Dec. 8 at 143, 145.
According to Mehlhem, Franklin Barndt ("Barndt"), Holmes's co-conspirator,
entered the bar twice that night and "looked around" each time before
leaving. See id. at 147. At around 9:00 p.m., Melhem heard someone
knock on the door of the garage adjoining the Easton Cafe. See id. at 147.
The gunman began shooting as soon as Melhem unlocked and opened the
door, causing Melhem to "hit the floor" to avoid being shot. See id. at 149.
Melhem saw Aponte, who was previously sitting at the end of the bar near
the garage door, laying on the ground, surrounded by people trying to help
him. See id. at 148, 150-151.
B. Lieutenant Gerould's Interviews of Holmes
Easton Police Department Lieutenant Matthew Gerould, who
investigated Aponte's homicide, spoke with Holmes on several occasions
prior to his arrest. See Notes of Testimony at 20, Commonwealth v.
Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Mar. 23, 2018) ("N.T.
Mar. 23). First, on April 7, 2010, Gerould placed a call to a telephone
number reportedly belonging to Holmes. See id. at 19. Gerould was
interested in interviewing Holmes about several open police investigations,
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inclu.ding the Aponte homicide. See id. at 21. Additionally, Gerould had
recently learned of threats made against Holmes from an informant at the
Northampton County Prison. See id. at 18. Gerould was unable to reach
Holmes and left a message. See id. at 19.
The following day, April 8, 2010, Gerould proceeded to Holmes's
residence at 198 Reese Street, Easton, Pennsylvania at approximately
10:00 a.m. See id. Again, Gerould received no response and left his
business card. See id. at 19-20. Holmes called Gerould later that afternoon.
See id. at 20. Gerould was able to positively identify Holmes's voice on the

telephone based on his prior interactions. See id. Gerould informed Holmes
that he wanted to speak with him about the Aponte homicide and threats
made against Holmes. See id. at 21-22. Gerould attempted to schedule a
date during which they could meet to discuss the investigation, but Holmes
indicated he was unavailable due to his work schedule. See id. at 22.
Gerould learned that Holmes was scheduled for a preliminary hearing
at Magisterial District Judge Gay Elwell's office on April 20, 2010 at
10: 15 a.m. See id. at 24. Gerould arrived at Magisterial District Judge
Elwell's office at 10:00 a.m. on April 20, 2010 and waited for Holmes to
arrive. See id. at 25. Gerould was dressed in a suit and no uniformed
officers were present. See id. When Holmes arrived, he and Gerould spoke
briefly in the lobby area and then Holmes acquiesced to Gerould's request to
speak privately in a conference room. See id. at 26. Gerould never advised
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Holmes that he was under arrest or that he was a suspect in the homicide
investigation. See id. at 27, 44. Holmes was never placed in handcuffs and
was free to leave the conference room at any time. See id. Gerould
remained seated at the conference table and Holmes stood by the door. See

id. at 28. Holmes never requested a lawyer. See id.
During this meeting, Gerould questioned Holmes about the Aponte
homicide. See id. Holmes denied having any specific knowledge of the
murder. See id. He reported that he was at home on March 30, 2009, the
night of the homicide. See id. at 29. Holmes also stated that he knew
Barndt but did not call him on March 30, 2009. See id. Gerould then ended
the conversation. See id. at 30.
C. Conversation with Barndt

On March 15, 2016, Gerould received correspondence from Barndt's
attorney. See Prelim. at 44. Following receipt of this correspondence,
Gerould arranged to meet with Barndt at police headquarters. See id. at 48.
During that meeting, Barndt told Gerould that he received multiple
telephone calls from Holmes on the evening of March 30, 2009, during which
they discussed Aponte's presence at the Easton Cafe. See id. at 49. Barndt
reported that Holmes repeatedly said that he wanted to kill Aponte during
those telephone conversations. See id. Holmes then allegedly asked Barndt
if he had a "ratchet," a slang term for a handgun. See id. at 50. Barndt
stated that he got a handgun from his apartment and placed it next to a
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vehicle in the parking lot near Easton Cafe. See id. Barndt told Gerould that
Holmes retrieved the handgun and exchanged some clothing with Barndt to
use to cover his face. See id. at 50-51. Barndt reported that both he and
Holmes approached the side door to Easton Cafe and that Holmes knocked
upon the side door before entering the bar. See id. at 51. Barndt then saw
Melhem dive out of Holmes's path as Holmes fired the gun at Aponte. See

id. Ba.rndt stated that he fled with Holmes in Holmes's vehicle and that
Holmes gave returned the gun that he used to murder Aponte to him. See

id. at 52.
D. Statements by Holmes Following his Arrest
Gerould was also involved in Holmes's arrest on August 15, 2017. See
N.T. Mar. 23 at 30. Easton police officers arrested Holmes outside of his
place of employment, Aaron's Rental Center, located on Route 191 in
Bethlehem Township, Pennsylvania. See id. at 30, 34. Holmes was arrested
without incident and placed in handcuffs. See id. at 31. While the police
were waiting for a vehicle to transport Holmes from the rental center to the
police station, Gerould informed Holmes that he was being arrested on
homicide charges, although he did not specify that they were related to
Aponte's homicide. See id. at 32. In response, Holmes remarked, "for real."
N.T. Mar. 23. As Gerould placed Holmes in the patrol vehicle, Gerould
recalled Holmes stating, "I can;t [sic] believe your arresting me for that, you
know I didn't do it." Id.
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Following his arrest, Holmes was taken to the Easton Police
Department for booking. See N.T. Mar. 23 at 10. Detective Darren Snyder
oversaw the booking procedures with Holmes, which included a medical
screening, fingerprinting, and photographing. See id. During this process,
Holmes told Detective Snyder: "I had nothing to do with it, over some
street shit." N.T. Mar. 23, Commonwealth's Exhibit 3. Detective Snyder did
not elicit this statement through questioning, nor did he inquire further
about what Holmes meant. See id. at 12.
Holmes declined a request to be interviewed by Gerould at the Easton
Police Department. See id. at 35. As such, Holmes was never informed of
his Miranda rights. See id. at 35, 38.

III.

Post-Sentence Motions
On April 30, 2021, Holmes filed Omnibus Post-Sentence Motions

pursuant to Rule 720(B) of the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure.
See Defendant, Jacob Holmes, Jr.,'s [sic] Omnibus Post-Sentence Motions

Pursuant to Rule 720(B) of the Pennsylvania Rules of Criminal Procedure,

Commonwealth v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co.
Apr. 30, 2021) ("Omnibus Post-Sentence Motions"). On the same date,
Holmes's counsel filed a Petition to Withdraw as Defense Counsel. See
Petition of Attorneys Brian M. Monahan and Matthew Goodrich to Withdraw
as Defense Counsel for Defendant, Jacob Holmes, Jr., Commonwealth v.

Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Apr. 30, 2021). On
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May 26, 2021, Holmes filed a petition for an extension for this Court to rule
upon his Omnibus Post-Sentence Motions. See Petition for Extension of
Time to Decide Post-Sentence Motions Pursuant to Rule 720(B)(3)(b),

Commonwealth v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co.
May 26, 2021). We granted this extension on May 27, 2021. See Order of
Court, Commonwealth v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P.
Northampton Co. May 27, 2021). On August 10, 2021, we granted Holmes's
counsel's Motion to Withdraw as Counsel. See Order of Court,

Commonwealth v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co.
Aug. 10, 2021). On September 23, 2021, we appointed Matthew Deschler,
Esquire, to represent Holmes in the above-captioned matter. See Order of
Court, Commonwealth v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P.
Northampton Co. Sept. 23, 2021). On September 27, 2021, we issued an
order denying Holmes's Post-Sentence Motions. See Order of Court,

Commonwealth v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co.
Sept. 27, 2021).
APPEAL

On October 1, 2021, Holmes filed a notice of appeal to the Superior
Court of Pennsylvania from the judgment of sentence entered on April 27,
2021. See Notice of Appeal, Commonwealth v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-35142017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Oct. 1, 2021). On October 21, 2021, Holmes
filed an application to extend the time to file his concise statement of
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matters complained of on appeal. See Defendant's Application to Extend
Time to File a Concise Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal,

Commonwealth v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017) (C.P. Northampton Co.
Oct. 21, 2021). On November 2, 2021, pursuant to Pa.R.A.P. 1925(b)(2)(i),
we granted Holmes's application and issued an order extending Holmes's
deadline to file his Concise Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal
until November 22, 2021. See Order of Court, Commonwealth v. Holmes,
No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Nov. 2, 2021). Accordingly,
we extended this court's deadline to file its memorandum opinion, pursuant
to Pa.R.A.P. l925(a), to January 7, 2022. See id.
On November 22, 2021, pursuant to our request under Pa.R.A.P.
1925(b), we received Holmes's Statement of Matters Complained of on
Appeal. See Concise Statement of Matters Complained of on Appeal,

Commonwealth v. Holmes, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co.
Nov. 22, 2021) ("Concise Statement"). Holmes's matters complained of on
appeal are as follows:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

The evidence presented at trial to convict Defendant of
first-degree [sic] murder was legally insufficient.
The evidence presented at trial to convict Defendant of
conspiracy to commit first-degree [sic] murder was legally
insufficient.
The verdict of guilty for the offense of first-degree [sic]
murder was against the weight of the evidence.
The verdict of guilty for the offense of conspiracy to
commit first-degree [sic] murder was against the weight of
the evidence.
The Trial Court erred in its Order of April 11, 2018, in
denying Defendant's motion to suppress statements made
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6.

7.
8.
9.

JO.

by Defendant to Easton Police Inspector Gerould on April
8, 2010, and April 20, 2010, and other statements made
following his arrest on August 15, 2017, to Inspector
Gerould and Detective Snyder.
The Trial Court erred in its Order of April 11, 2018, in
denying Defendant's motion to suppress physical evidence,
i.e., Defendant's cell phone and cell phone records, seized
following his arrest on August 15, 2017.
The Trial Court erred in denying Defendant's motion for a
change of venue/venire.
The Trial Court erred in admitting evidence of the death of
Jason Oliver pursuant to its Order of December 9, 2019.
The Trial Court erred in denying Defendant's motion in
limine seeking a continuance of the trial until COVID-19
emergency measures, including but not limited to face
covering requirements, were lifted.
The Trial Court erred in its Order of December 14, 2020,
admitting the testimony of Brian Oliver, concerning
statements made to him by Defendant and further erred in
admitting the testimony of Inspector Horvath concerning
his observations of video surveillance at Northampton
County Prison.

Id. For the reasons set forth below, we respectfully suggest that Holmes's
appeal lacks merit and should be dismissed.

DISCUSSION

I.

The Evidence Presented at Trial to Convict Holmes of First Degree
Murder and Conspiracy to Commit First Degree Murder Was Legally
Insufficient
Holmes alleges that we erred as a matter of law or abused our

discretion because the evidence adduced at trial was insufficient to establish
his guilt beyond a reasonable doubt to support his convictions for first
degree murder and criminal conspiracy to commit first degree murder. See
Concise Statement ,i,i 1-2. For the reasons set forth below, we maintain
that Holmes has not properly preserved this issue for appellate review.
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To preserve a claim that the evidence was insufficient, an appellant's
"1925(b) statement must specify the element or elements upon which the
evidence was insufficient. This Court can then analyze the element or
elements on appeal[ ... ] Which elements of which offense were unproven?
What part of the case did the Commonwealth not prove?" See

Commonwealth v. Williams, 959 A.2d 1252, 1257 (Pa. Super. 2008).
Therefore, Holmes's 1925(b) statement merely states: "1. The evidence
presented at trial to convict Defendant of first-degree [sic] murder was
legally insufficient. 2. The evidence presented at trial to convict Defendant
of conspiracy to commit first-degree [sic] murder was legally insufficient."
Concise Statement ,i,i 1-2. This language does not specify how the evidence
failed to establish which element or elements of first degree-murder and
conspiracy to commit first degree murder for which Holmes was convicted.
See Commonwealth v. Manley, 985 A.2d 256, 262 (Pa. Super 2009)

("Furthermore, although the argument section of Appellant's brief presents a
vague, undeveloped sufficiency challenge under the first issue, it also does
not specific the allegedly unproven elements. Therefore, Appellant's first
claim is deemed waived."). Therefore, Holmes's claims are waived. See

Commonwealth v. Moats, 264 A.3d 340, 340 (Pa. Super. 2021) (Where
appellant only challenged sufficiency of evidence based upon lack of
evidence: "Such specificity is of particular importance in cases where, as
here, the appellant was convicted of multiple crimes each of which contains
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more than one element that the Commonwealth must prove beyond a
reasonable doubt."); see also Commonwealth v. Roche, 153 A.3d 1063,
1072 (Pa. Super. 2017) ("Clearly, Appellant herein did not specify the
element or elements of First-Degree Murder and Criminal Conspiracy with
regard to which he deems the evidence was insufficient to sustain a
conviction. The fact that the Commonwealth did not object to the defect and
the trial court addressed the sufficiency of the evidence issue in the
alternative is of no moment. Therefore, we find the issue waived.") (internal
citations omitted); see also Williams, 959 A.2d at 1257.
Assuming, arguendo, that Holmes has preserved the issue of the
evidence being insufficient to convict Holmes of first degree murder and
conspiracy to commit first degree murder, we believe his claims must fail.
When reviewing sufficiency of the evidence, the standard applied by the
Pennsylvania Superior Court is:
whether viewing all the evidence admitted at trial in the light most
favorable to the verdict winner, there is sufficient evidence to
enable the fact-finder to find every element of the crime beyond
a reasonable doubt. In applying the above test, we may not weigh
the evidence and substitute our judgment for the fact-finder. In
addition, we note that the facts and circumstances established by
the Commonwealth need not preclude every possibility of
innocence. Any doubts regarding a defendant's guilt may be
resolved by the fact-finder unless the evidence is so weak and
inconclusive that as a matter of law no probability of fact may be
drawn from the combined circumstances. The Commonwealth
may sustain its burden of proving every element of the crime
beyond a reasonable doubt by means of wholly circumstantial
evidence. Moreover, in applying the above test, the entire record
must be evaluated and all evidence actually received must be
considered. Finally, the trier of fact while passing upon the
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credibility of witnesses and the weight of the evidence produced
is free to believe all, part or none of the evidence. Furthermore,
when reviewing a sufficiency claim, our Court is required to give
the prosecution the benefit of all reasonable inferences to be
drawn from the evidence.
However, the inferences must flow from facts and
circumstances proven in the record, and must be of such volume
and quality as to overcome the presumption of innocence and
satisfy the jury of an accused's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.
The trier of fact cannot base a conviction on conjecture and
speculation and a verdict which is premised on suspicion will fail
even under the limited scrutiny of appellate review.
Commonwealth v. Coleman, 19 A.3d 1111, 1118-1119 (Pa. Super. 2011)
(quoting Commonwealth v. Bostick, 958 A.2d 543, 560 (Pa. Super. 2008)).
Therefore, the Superior Court will examine the evidence of record and
determine, based upon the testimony and evidence offered at trial, whether
the Commonwealth introduced sufficient evidence to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt that Holmes committed the crimes of first degree murder
and criminal conspiracy to commit first degree murder. See id.
A criminal homicide constitutes first degree murder when it is an
intentional killing, i.e., a "willful, deliberate and pre-meditated killing."
18 Pa.C.S.A. § 2502(a), (d). To sustain a conviction for first degree murder,
the Commonwealth must establish that: (1) a human being was killed;
(2) the accused caused the death; and (3) the accused acted with malice
and specific intent to kill. See Commonwealth v. Staton, 38 A.3d 785, 789
(Pa. 2012). Additionally, a jury may infer a defendant's intent to kill based
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upon his or her use of a deadly weapon on a vital part of the victim's body.
See Commonwealth v. Sanchez, 36 A.3d 24, 37 (Pa. 2011).
To prove criminal conspiracy, "the trier of fact must find that: 1) the
defendant intended to commit or aid in the commission of the criminal act;
2) the defendant entered into an agreement with another to engage in the
crime; and 3) the defendant or one or more of the other co-conspirators
committed an overt act in furtherance of the agreed upon crime."

Commonwealth v. Johnson, 985 A.2d 915 (Pa. 2009) (internal quotation
marks omitted); see also 18 Pa.C.5.A. § 903.
The evidence, viewed in the light most favorable to the Commonwealth
as the verdict winner, is sufficient to establish all the elements of first
degree murder and criminal conspiracy to commit first degree murder
beyond a reasonable doubt.
At trial, the Commonwealth presented the eyewitness testimony of
Barndt, Holmes's co-conspirator. Barndt testified that Holmes called him the
night of the murder and asked him for a "ratchet," a slang term for a
handgun, to kill Aponte. See Notes of Testimony at 173-74, Commonwealth

v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Dec. 9, 2020) ("N.T.
Dec. 9"). When Barndt told Holmes that Aponte was in the bar, Holmes
stated, "I'm going to kill that motherfucker." Id. at 175. Barndt told Holmes
that he would meet him at the bar, where he would supply him with a gun.
See id. At some point that evening, Barndt concealed a handgun next to a
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vehicle parked in a parking lot near the Easton Cafe. See id. at 183. Upon
meeting in the parking lot, Barndt showed Holmes where he hid the gun.
See id. Holmes picked up the gun and reiterated that he wanted to "kill that
motherfucker." Id. at 184. They both discussed how to carry out the
murder and Barndt provided Holmes with a white t-shirt to wrap around his
face to obscure his identity. See id. at 185-86.
Both men entered the garage adjoining the Easton Cafe. See id. at
188. Holmes knocked on the side door to the bar, and upon its opening,
fired his gun at Aponte three times, causing him to fall to the ground. See
id. at 189-90. Barndt ran from the garage, through the parking lot, and

onto the street where he entered Holmes's parked vehicle. See id. at 191.
A minute or two later, Holmes caught up to Barndt and also entered the
vehicle. See id. at 193. Holmes returned the gun to Barndt so that he could
"get rid of it." See id. at 195. The men drove to The Brick House Tavern in
Easton, parked, and went inside to have drinks. Id. at 196.
Late that evening, Raquel Meyer ("Meyer"), who was in a romantic
relationship with Barndt, picked Barndt and Holmes up from The Brick House
Tavern. See Notes of Testimony at 27-29, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48CR-3514-2017 (Northampton Co. Dec. 10, 2020) ("N.T. Dec. 10"). In
describing the men's demeanor, she stated:
They were just hyped up, like they just got done watching a
football game. They were kind of yelling to each other, kind of
yelling back and forth talking about to the grave, they were
family, they're boys for life. That was -- like I said, they were
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hyped up like they watched a football game at the bar[ ... ] At
one point in time I heard Frank say, nah, I trust her. I trust her
with my life.

Id. at 31-32.
The following morning, Meyer and Barndt went to Wy Hit Tuk Park.

See id. at 34. Meyer witnessed Barndt walk to the bridge path and throw a
gun into the Delaware River. See id. at 35. Later that day, she heard
Barndt tell someone on the phone "not to worry about it, that he took care
of it, everything was gone, that everything was good, there was no need to
worry." Id. at 36-37. Barndt indicated to Meyer that the gun he threw into
the Delaware River was involved in the shooting and that she should "mind
[her] business." N.T. Dec. 10 at 53-54. Branden Bachman, a member of
Pennsylvania Water Rescue, conducted searches of the Delaware River near
Wy Hit Park and recovered a firearm from the water on July 4, 2010. See id.
at 64, 68.
Barndt provided Holmes with a .40 caliber automatic handgun, the
attributes of which are consistent with the type of gun used to murder
Aponte. See N.T. Dec. 9 at 175. Barndt testified that he loaded the gun
with a total of seven bullets; including hollow points and slugs. See id. at
176-77. Detective Sean Ma lony, a detective with the Easton Police
Department who processed the crime scene, testified that authorities
recovered seven .40 caliber shell casings from the scene of the homicide.

See id. at 99-100. Detective Mark Garrett, admitted as an expert in the field
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of firearm and toolmark examination, stated that some of the shell casings
were hollow points and all seven shell casings recovered from the scene
were from the same .40 caliber firearm. See N.T. Dec. 10 at 89-90.
At trial, Holmes's friend Megan Rost ("Rost") testified that in January
of 2012, Holmes called her and told her that it was the anniversary of the
death of his best friend, Jason Oliver, and that he had killed Aponte, stating
that "Miguel got his" and "got what he deserved." Id. at 127-30. On
another occasion, Holmes told Rost that two other people were involved in
Aponte's murder: someone named "Bart" and a woman, who was the
driver. See id. at 132-33. According to Holmes, "the only way [he and
Barndt] could go down for what happened is if this woman would come back
from Puerto Rico." Id. at 133. Rost previously testified that Holmes and
Barndt were friends. See id. at 151. Additionally, Holmes confessed to her
that the woman was the driver, he was the shooter, and Barndt was "just
there." Id. at 153.
Multiple witnesses asserted that Holmes murdered Aponte as
retribution for Aponte's involvement in murdering Holmes's friend, Jason
Oliver, outside of a gentlemen's club in 2006. Brian Oliver, the brother of
Jason Oliver, testified that Holmes told him that he was going to "avenge the
death" because "he was sorry my brother was killed." N.T. Dec. 14 at 1718. Holmes told Brian Oliver how he murdered Aponte. Brian Oliver
testified that:
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[Holmes] got a phone call from Frank Barndt saying that Miguel
Aponte was at the bar, Easton Cafe. He told me he geared up,
which means he got his mask, gloves, and a gun. And he went
down [to the] Easton Cafe, snuck through the back door, kill -
and killed Miguel. And he said it was an easy lick. Miguel was
sitting right there at the back for him. And he also said he tried
to kill Junior, and that after -- after the fact that Frank's girl
drove them away.

Id. at 20-21. Holmes told Brian Oliver that he threw the gun he used to
murder Aponte into the river. See id. at 23. Upon encountering Brian Oliver
in the Northampton County Prison on January 10, 2020, Holmes gave him a
hug and said that "he couldn't let that ride, like he handled his business.
And he asked if I was all right. Like you all right? And gave me a hug, and
said I handled my business. I let -- I handled my business. I couldn't let
that ride." Id. at 25. Brian Oliver understood this to mean that Holmes
killed Aponte in retaliation for Aponte's involvement in the murder of Jason
Oliver. See id. This testimony was further corroborated by Investigator
Charles Horvath ("Horvath"), an internal affairs investigator for the
Northampton County Prison. Horvath testified that he reviewed the prison's
video surveillance from that January 10, 2020, depicting Holmes and Oliver
having a short interaction ending with an embrace. See id. at 44. Barndt
also corroborated that Holmes wanted to kill Aponte because of Aponte's
involvement in the murder of Jason Oliver, stating that he was not surprised
that Holmes wanted to murder Aponte because "he would brag about it a lot,
so he would just say that's what he was going to do as soon as he had the
chance." N.T. Dec. 9 at 175-76.
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Thomas Beiser ("Beiser"), an expert in digital forensics, cell phone
analysis, cell phone records analysis, and historical cell site analysis,
analyzed records of phone numbers belonging to Holmes, Barndt, and Rost,
and opined that cell tower data was consistent with the phones of all three
individuals being at or near the Easton Cafe at the time of the murder and
being at or near the Brick House Tavern immediately following the murder.
See id. at 194, 209. The phone numbers associated with Holmes and Barndt
exchanged numerous calls; multiple calls were made between 8:45 p.m. and
9:32 p.m., the night of Aponte's murder, and two calls were made the day
following the murder. See Notes of Testimony at 190,205, Commonwealth

v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Dec. 11, 2020)
("N.T. Dec. 11"). Holmes is alleged to have murdered Aponte at
approximately 9:36 p.m. See id. at 198.
Witnesses to the shooting all provided similar descriptions of the
gunman who shot and killed Aponte, matching Holmes's appearance.
Melhem described the gunman as a "light skinned black person" whose skin
tone was "dark, [and] could have been brown or black." See N.T. Dec. 8 at
149, 171. Joseph John ("John") stated that the shooter looked like a light
skinned black male and was wearing a gray hoodie with some type of mask.
See id. at 217-18. Gaetano Costanza ("Costanza") stated that the shooter
wore "a gray hoodie sweatshirt with a white T-shirt pulled up over his nose."

Id. at 233. He also described the shooter's complexion as "[l]ight-skinned
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black." Id. Daniel Johnson ("Johnson") described the visible skin around the
shooter's eyes as black. See N.T. Dec. 9 at 50. Melvin Bryson, Jr.
("Bryson"), who crossed paths with the gunman while running out the front
door of the bar, testified that the shooter "wasn't a white guy" and that he
was certain that the shooter was a black male. N.T. Dec. 10 at 200, 205.
Additionally, Melhem, John, Johnson, and Bryson all testified that: (1) they
knew Barndt; (2) Barndt was white; and (3) Barndt was not the shooter.
See N.T. Dec. 8 at 152-35, 218; see also N.T. Dec. 9 at 51; see also N.T.
Dec. 10 at 209.
There was an overwhelming amount of evidence to enable a fact-finder
to find Holmes guilty of first degree murder and criminal conspiracy to
commit first degree murder. See generally Commonwealth v. Coleman, 19
A.3d 1111, 1118-1119 (Pa. Super. 2011). The testimony revealed that
witnesses provided a consistent description of the gunman, matching
Holmes's appearance, Holmes repeatedly expressed his desire to murder
Aponte as retribution, and took steps to collaborate with Barndt to murder
Aponte. Holmes's previous statements regarding his desire to murder
Aponte clearly established his specific intent.
Holmes admitted to murdering Aponte on multiple occasions. In
January of 2012, Holmes called Rost and told her that he had killed Aponte,
specifically stating that "Miguel got his" and "got what he deserved." N.T.
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Dec. 10 at 127-30. Holmes similarly recounted murdering Aponte to Brian
Oliver:
[H]e got a phone call from Frank Barndt saying that Miguel
Aponte was at the bar, Easton Cafe. He told me he geared up,
which means he got his mask, gloves, and a gun. And he went
down [to the] Easton Cafe, snuck through the back door, kill -
and killed Miguel. And he said it was an easy lick. Miguel was
sitting right there at the back for him. And he also said he tried
to kill Junior, and that after -- after the fact that Frank's girl
drove them away.

Id. at 20-21. Barndt himself actually saw Holmes murder Aponte, stating:
"He rushes in. He had his hand out like he was going to, like, push whoever
was in the way out of the way. [Melhem] dove to the right. And he just
fired three times. And I saw Miguel start to fall, so I take off running out the
garage." N.T. Dec. 9 at 189-90.
Similarly, the testimony established that Holmes committed criminal
conspiracy in that he intended to murder Aponte, entered into an agreement
with Barndt to do so, and committed multiple overt acts in furtherance of the
agreed upon murder. There was more than a sufficient amount of evidence
to enable the jurors to find Holmes guilty of conspiracy because Holmes and
Barndt collaborated to murder Aponte from start to finish. Holmes
expressed his intent to murder Aponte on numerous occasions: Barndt had
testified that when he told Holmes that Aponte was in the Easton Cafe,
Holmes responded: "I'm going to kill that motherfucker." N.T. Dec. 9 at
175. Holmes once again stated that he wanted to "kill that motherfucker"
when he retrieved the murder weapon from the parking lot near the Easton
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Cafe. Id. at 184. Additionally, Holmes entered into an agreement with
Barndt when he called him the night of the murder, asking him for a gun
that he could use to kill Aponte. See id. at 173-74. Finally, Holmes and
Barndt committed multiple overt acts in furtherance of the agreed-upon
crime of murdering Aponte: Barndt secured a gun for Holmes; Barndt told
Holmes that Aponte yvas present in the bar; Barndt instructed Holmes on
how to enter the bar; Barndt and Holmes discussed how to carry out the
murder; Barndt provided Holmes with a white t-shirt to wrap around his face
to obscure his identity; Barndt and Holmes both entered the garage
adjoining the Easton Cafe together; and Barndt and Holmes fled the scene of
the crime together. Location data associated with the men's cell phones
shows that both men were in the same locations at the same times the night
of the murder. See id. at 194-209. Additionally, Barndt continued to assist
Holmes after the murder, disposing of the murder weapon in the Delaware
River. See N.T. Dec. 10 at 35.
Viewing all the evidence admitted at trial in the light most favorable to
the Commonwealth, the Commonwealth has met its burden of proving every
element of the crimes of first degree murder and conspiracy to commit first
degree murder beyond a reasonable doubt. See Coleman, 19 A.3d at 11181119; see also 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 2501; see also Johnson, 985 A.2d at 920; see

also 18 Pa.C.S.A. § 903.
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II. Weight of the Evidence
Holmes alleges that we erred as a matter of law or abused our
discretion because the verdicts of guilty for the offenses of first degree
murder and conspiracy to commit first degree murder were against the
weight of the evidence. See Concise Statement ,i,i 3-4. "A claim that the
verdict is against the weight of the evidence must be raised in the first
instance before the trial court." Commonwealth v. Causey, 833 A.2d 165,
173 (Pa. Super. 2003). Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure 607 states:
"A claim that the verdict was against the weight of the evidence shall be
raised with the trial judge in a motion for a new trial: (1) orally, on the
record, at any time before sentencing; (2) by written motion at any time
before sentencing; or (3) in a post-sentence motion." Pa.R.Crim.P. Rule
607. Holmes failed to raise a weight of the evidence challenge at any point
prior to sentencing, nor in a post-sentence motion. Accordingly, it is
respectfully submitted that Holmes has failed to properly preserve this issue
for appellate review. See Commonwealth v. Sherwood, 982 A.2d 483, 494
(Pa. 2009) (stating that Appellant's failure to make a motion raising a weight
of the evidence claim before the trial court waived the claim, despite its
inclusion in his 1925(b) statement and the trial court addressing the claim in
its 1925(a) opinion); see also Causey, 833 A.2d at 173 (Pa.R.Crim.P. 607
"has been applied to preclude appellate review of a weight of the evidence
claim that has not first been presented in the form of a motion for a new
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trial."); see also Pa.R.Crim.P. cmt. ("The purpose of this rule is to make
clear that a challenge to the weight of the evidence must be raised with the
trial judge or it will be waived.").
Assuming, arguendo, that Holmes has preserved the issue that the
verdicts of guilty for the offenses of first degree murder and conspiracy to
commit first degree murder to be against the weight of the evidence, we
believe his claim must fail. 8 In Commonwealth v. Widmer, the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court established the standard for a weight of the evidence
challenge:
A motion for new trial on the grounds that the verdict is contrary
to the weight of the evidence, concedes that there is sufficient
evidence to sustain the verdict. Thus, the trial court is under no
obligation to view the evidence in the light most favorable to the
verdict winner. An allegation that the verdict is against the
weight of the evidence is addressed to the discretion of the trial
court. A new trial should not be granted because of a mere
conflict in the testimony or because the judge on the same facts
would have arrived at a different conclusion. A trial judge must
do more than reassess the credibility of the witnesses and allege
that he would not have assented to the verdict if he were a
juror. Trial judges, in reviewing a claim that the verdict is
against the weight of the evidence do not sit as the thirteenth
juror. Rather, the role of the trial judge is to determine that
notwithstanding all the facts, certain facts are so clearly of
greater weight that to ignore them or to give them equal weight
with all the facts is to deny justice.

8

Although we are addressing these issues listed in Holmes's 1925(a) statement,
this Court maintains that they remain waived. See Sherwood, 982 A.2d at 494
(stating that Appellant's failure to make a motion raising a weight of the evidence
claim before the trial court waived the claim, despite its inclusion in his 1925(b)
statement and the trial court addressing the claim in its 1925(a) opinion).
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744 A.2d 745, 751-52 (Pa. 2000) (internal citations, footnote, and quotation
marks omitted). Accordingly,
[a]ppellate review of a weight claim is a review of the exercise of
discretion, not of the underlying question of whether the verdict
is against the weight of the evidence. Because the trial judge
has had the opportunity to hear and see the evidence presented,
an appellate court will give the gravest consideration to the
findings and reasons advanced by the trial judge when reviewing
a trial court's determination that the verdict is against the weight
of the evidence. One of the least assailable reasons for granting
or denying a new trial is the lower court's conviction that the
verdict was or was not against the weight of the evidence and
that a new trial should be granted in the interest of justice.

Id. at 753. A lower court's verdict may only be reversed:
if it is so contrary to the evidence as to shock one's sense of
justice. A verdict is said to be contrary to the evidence such that
it shocks one's sense of justice when the figure of Justice totters
on her pedestal, or when the jury's verdict, at the time of its
rendition, causes the trial judge to lose his [or her] breath,
temporarily, and causes him [or her] to almost fall from the
bench, then it is truly shocking to the judicial conscience.

Commonwealth v. Lineman, 219 A.3d 684, 689 (Pa. Super. 2019) (internal
citations and quotations omitted).
To successfully challenge weight of the evidence on appeal, the
evidence at trial establishing guilt must be so "tenuous, vague[,] and
uncertain" so as to shock the conscience of the court. Commonwealth v.

Sullivan, 820 A.2d 795, 806 (Pa. Super. 2003). Further, a fact-finder's
determination that a witness's testimony was credible does not shock the
conscience if other witnesses corroborated that testimony. See

Commonwealth v. Blackham, 909 A.2d 315, 320 (Pa. Super. 2006).
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It is the province of the jury to assess the credibility of
witnesses, and a trial judge will not grant a new trial merely
because of a conflict in the testimony or because he would have
reached a different conclusion on the same facts, if he had been
the trier of fact. This Court's function on review is to determine
whether, based upon a review of the record, the trial court
abused its discretion rather than to consider the underlying
question of weight of the evidence.

Commonwealth v. Vandivner, 962 A.2d 1170, 1178 (Pa. 2009).
Holmes argues that, to convict him, "you must place a great weight on
the testimony of [Barndt]," who is "a corrupt and polluted source."
Defendant's Brief at 21; see also Commonwealth v. Wallace, 244 A.3d 1261,
1276 (Pa. Super. 2021). Holmes maintains that Barndt is not a credible
witness because he provided inconsistent interviews and testimony to the
Easton Police on June 24, 2009, to the Grand Jury on January 26, 2012 and
February 2, 2012, and that he is a corrupt and polluted source. See id. at
12. Similarly, Holmes states that the testimony from Rost and Meyer is
"simply not credible." Id. Holmes insinuates that Meyer's testimony was not
credible because "[s]he was told by Franklin Barndt to lie to the police and
she did lie." Id. at 14. With respect to Rost, Holmes does not cite any
inconsistent testimony, but instead points to prior convictions regarding false
reports to police and the pawning of stolen items. See id. at 16. These
alleged errors challenge the jury's credibility determinations. See

Commonwealth v. Palo, 2 A.3d 1050, 1055 (Pa. Super. 2011) (holding that
challenge to credibility of witness related to weight of evidence, not
sufficiency). "Moreover, when a weight challenge is predicated on the
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credibility of trial testimony, [appellate] review of the trial court's decision is
extremely limited." Wallace, 244 A.3d at 1276 (internal citation and
quotations omitted).
At trial, Barndt disclosed that he had not always been truthful
regarding his involvement in Aponte's homicide, specifically discussing how
he had lied to Gerould and the Grand Jury. On June 24, 2009, Barndt told
Gerould that he had stayed at the Easton Cafe for forty-five minutes before
the shooting, that he walked to the Brick House Tavern, and that Meyer
picked him up and they both went to someone else's house. See N.T. Dec. 9
at 251-52. Barndt also stated that he did not hear that Holmes was a
suspect in a homicide and that he did not have a cell phone. See id. at 252.
Barndt testified that he chose to minimize his involvement in Aponte's
murder when before the Grand Jury on January 26, 2012. See id. at 20910. When before the Grand Jury on February 2, 2012, Barndt "disclosed a
bit more, more of what really happened." Id. at 210. However when before
the Grand Jury on January 26, 2012, Barndt divulged that Holmes was the
killer, which he has maintained since that time. See id. at 232.
The jury convicted Holmes based partly upon the testimony of his
accomplice, Barndt. We instructed the jury that such accomplice testimony
comes from a corrupt and polluted source and should be evaluated according
to the following standards:
Accomplice testimony. Before I begin these instructions, let me
define for you the term accomplice. A person is an accomplice of
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another person in the commission of a crime if he has the intent
of promoting or facilitating the commission of the crime, and,
one, solicits the other person to commit it or, two, aids or agrees
to aid such other person in planning or committing the crime.
Put simply, an accomplice is a person who knowingly and
voluntarily cooperates with or aids another person in committing
the offense.
When a Commonwealth witness is an accomplice, his testimony
has to be judged by special precautionary rules. Experience
shows that an accomplice when caught may often try to place
the blame falsely on someone else. He may testify falsely in the
hope of obtaining favorable treatment or for some other corrupt
or wicked motive. On the other hand, an accomplice may be a
perfectly truthful witness. The special rules that I will give you
are meant to help you distinguish between truthful and false
accomplice testimony.
You must decide whether Franklin Barndt was an accomplice in
the crime charged. If after considering all the evidence you find
that he was an accomplice then you must apply the special rules
to his testimony. Otherwise, ignore these rules. Use this test to
determine whether Franklin Barndt was an accomplice. Again,
an accomplice is a person who knowingly and voluntarily
cooperates with or aids another person in the commission of a
crime.
Now these are the special rules that apply to accomplice
testimony. First, you should view the testimony of an
accomplice with disfavor because it comes from a corrupt and
polluted source. Second, you should examine the testimony of
an accomplice closely and accept it only with care and caution.
Third, you should consider whether the testimony of an
accomplice is supported in whole or in part by other evidence.
Accomplice testimony is more dependable if supported by
independent evidence. However, even if there is no
independent, supporting evidence, you may still find the
defendant guilty solely on the basis of accomplice testimony if,
after using the special rules I just told you about, you are
satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the accomplice testified
truthfully and that the defendant is guilty.
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N.T. Dec. 15 at 84-86. Notwithstanding this charge, the jury was free to
believe or disbelieve Barndt's testimony and chose to believe Barndt. See

Commonwealth v. Thompson, 934 A.2d 1281, 1285 (Pa. Super 2007) ("[I]t is
for the fact-finder to make credibility determinations, and the finder of fact
may believe all, part, or none of a witness's testimony.").
Rost disclosed her prior convictions to the jury and Meyer discussed
previous inconsistencies in her discussions with Gerould. In November of
2014, Rost received a misdemeanor summons for false reports. See N.T.
Dec. 10 at 142. Rost stated that her son's father assaulted her and that she
later told officers that she "made it up" in an effort to "protect" him. Id. at
142. She received a three month suspended sentence. See id. at 145.
Additionally, in January of 2017, Rost received a petty larceny conviction for
pawning stolen items. See id. at 143. Rost claimed that she was pawning
items for her son's father and did not know that they were stolen; she
received a three month suspended sentence. See id.
Meyer testified that the first time she met with Gerould she "told him
what Frank told me to tell him and that was that." Id. at 52-53. However,
Meyer told the police "everything" the second time they spoke, about a week
later, when "[Barndt] wasn't around." Id. at 52-53, 60-61. This Court
provided the jury with a crimin falsi instruction:
You have heard evidence that certain witnesses have been
convicted of a crime, namely Brian Oliver and Megan Fenar,
formerly known as Megan Rost. The only purpose for which you
may consider this evidence of prior conviction is in deciding
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whether or not you believe all or part of the witness's testimony.
In doing so, you may consider the type of crime committed, how
long ago it was committed, and how it may affect the likelihood
that the witnesses have testified truthfully in this case.
N.T. Dec. 15 at 86-87. Additionally, this Court informed the jury that they
would be required to make their own credibility determinations regarding
witness testimony, stating:
While you are deciding the facts of this case you will have to
judge the credibility and weight of the testimony and other
evidence. By credibility I mean truthfulness and accuracy.
When you judge the credibility and weight of a witness's
testimony, you are deciding whether you believe all, part, or
none of his or her testimony. Use your understanding of human
nature and your common sense. Observe each witness as he or
she testifies. Be alert for anything in his or her testimony or
behavior or for anything in the other evidence that might help
you judge the truthfulness, accuracy, and weight of his or her
testimony. So you must weigh and consider the testimony of
each witness and give it the weight that, in your judgment, it is
fairly entitled to receive.
The matter of the credibility of a witness -- that is whether the
testimony is believable in whole or in part -- is solely for your
determination. I will mention some of the factors that might
bear on that determination. Whether witnesses have any
interest in the outcome of the case or have any friendship or
animosity toward other persons concerned in the case; the
behavior of the witness on the witness stand; the witness's
demeanor, the manner of the testifying, and whether the witness
shows any bias or prejudice that might color their testimony; the
accuracy of the witness's memory and recollection; the witness's
ability and opportunity to acquire knowledge of or to observe the
matters they are testifying about; and the consistency or
inconsistency of their testimony as well as its reasonableness or
unreasonableness in light of all the evidence in the case.
N.T. Dec. 8 at 43-44. This Court also read the charge regarding prior
inconsistent statements:
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You have heard evidence that certain witnesses made
statements on an earlier occasion that were inconsistent with
their present testimony. You may, if you choose, regard this
evidence as proof of the truth of anything that the witness said
in an earlier statement. You may also consider this evidence to
help you judge the credibility and weight of the testimony given
by the witness at this trial. When you judge the credibility and
weight of testimony you are deciding whether you believe the
testimony and how important you think it is.
N.T. Dec. 15 at 86. Notwithstanding these charges, the jury was free to
believe or disbelieve the testimony of Rost and Meyer and chose to believe
said testimony.
The evidence establishing that Holmes murdered Aponte is not so
"tenuous, vague[,] and uncertain" so as to shock the conscience of the
court. Sullivan, 820 A.2d at 806. Holmes's assertion that there are "no
eyewitnesses that [sic] can identify [Holmes] as the shooter" is incorrect.
Defendant's Brief at 21. Barndt himself actually saw Holmes murder Aponte,
stating: "He rushes in. He had his hand out like he was going to, like, push
whoever was in the way out of the way. [Melhem] dove to the right. And
[Holmes] just fired three times. And I saw Miguel start to fall, so I take off
running out the garage." N.T. Dec. 9 at 189-90. Moreover, there is no
requirement that homicide, including murder in the first degree, be proven
by eyewitness testimony; circumstantial evidence may be sufficient to prove
any element or all elements of the crime. See Commonwealth v. Hardcastle,
546 A.2d 1101, 1107-08 (Pa. 1988). Additionally, the Commonwealth is not
required to exclude all possibility that a third party committed the crime at
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issue to allow for the conviction of the defendant for the crime. See

Commonwealth v. Akers, 572 A.2d 746, 751 (Pa. Super. 1990) ("There is no
requirement that the Commonwealth exclude all possibility that a third party
may have committed the crime.").
Multiple witnesses to the shooting all provided similar descriptions of
the gunman who shot and killed Aponte, matching Holmes's appearance.
Melhem described the gunman as a "light skinned black person" whose skin
tone was "dark, [and] could have been brown or black." See N.T. Dec. 8 at
149, 171. John stated that the shooter looked like a light-skinned black
male and was wearing a gray hoodie with some type of mask. See id. at
217-18. Costanza stated that the shooter wore "a gray hoodie sweatshirt
with a white T-shirt pulled up over his nose." Id. at 233. He also described
the shooter's complexion as "[l]ight-skinned black." Id. Johnson described
the visible skin around the shooter's eyes as black. See N.T. Dec. 9 at 50.
Bryson, who crossed paths with the gunman while running out the front door
of the bar, testified that the shooter "wasn't a white guy" and that he was
certain that the shooter was a black male. N.T. Dec. 10 at 200, 205.
Additionally, Melhem, John, Johnson, and Bryson all testified that: (1) they
knew Barndt; (2) Barndt was white; and (3) Barndt was not the shooter.
See N.T. Dec. 8 at 152-35, 218; see also N.T. Dec. 9 at 51; see also N.T.

Dec. 10 at 209. By nature of its verdict, the jury believed the testimony
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from Barndt, Rost, and Meyer regarding Holmes acting as the shooter, which
is entirely within the jury's province as the finder of fact.
When reviewing a challenge to the weight of the evidence, the
Superior Court:
may only reverse the lower court's verdict if it is so contrary to
the evidence as to shock one's sense of justice. A verdict is said .
to be contrary to the evidence such that it shocks one's sense of
justice when the figure of Justice totters on her pedestal, or
when the jury's verdict, at the time of its rendition, causes the
trial judge to lose his [or her] breath, temporarily, and causes
him [or her] to almost fall from the bench, then it is truly
shocking to the judicial conscience.

Lineman, 219 A.3d at 689 (internal citations and quotations omitted). Based
upon all the evidence presented at trial, when the jury's verdict of guilty to
the charges of first degree murder and criminal conspiracy to commit first
degree murder were read in court, it did not cause the undersigned to lose
his breath and fall from the bench, and nor did it cause the figure of Justice
to totter on her pedestal. See id. In light of the foregoing, we respectfully
suggest that Holmes's verdict was not against the weight of the evidence.
III.

Motion to Suppress Statements
Holmes asserts that we erred in our Order of April 11, 2018, denying

Holmes's motion to suppress statements made by Holmes to Inspector
Gerould on April 8, 2010, and April 20, 2010, and other statements made to
Inspector Gerould and Detective Darren Snyder on August 15, 2012. See
Concise Statement ,i 5. We denied this motion via opinion and order of
court on April 11, 2018. See Opinion of the Court, Commonwealth v.
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Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. April 11, 2018)
("Opinion of Court, April 11, 2018").

It is well-settled that the Commonwealth may not use a defendant's
statements, whether inculpatory or exculpatory, stemming from custodial
interrogation unless the defendant has been apprised of and waives his or
her right against self-incrimination and his right to counsel. See Miranda v.

Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 444 (1966). Police detentions are custodial when,
under the totality of the circumstances, the detention is so coercive as to
become the functional equivalent of an arrest. See Commonwealth v.

Distefano, 782 A.2d 574, 579 (Pa. Super. 2001). Relevant to this inquiry
are the following factors: "the basis for the detention; the location; whether
the suspect was transported against his will; how far, and why; whether
restraints were used; the show, threat or use of force; and the methods of
investigation used to confirm or dispel suspicions." Id. at 580. "[T]he test
for custodial interrogation does not depend upon the subjective intent of the
law enforcement officer interrogator. Rather, the test focuses on whether
the individual being interrogated reasonably believes his freedom of action is
being restricted." Commonwealth v. Gonzalez, 979 A.2d 879, 888 (Pa.
Super. 2009) (internal quotations and citations omitted).
In Oregon v. Mathiason, the United States Supreme Court refused to
require Miranda warnings "simply because the questioning takes place in [a
police] stationhouse, or because the questioned person is one whom the
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police suspect." 429 U.S. 492, 495 (1977). Recent Pennsylvania caselaw
has furthered this holding. See Commonwealth v. Yandamuri, 159 A.3d
503, 520 (Pa. 2017); see also Commonwealth v. Schwing, 964 A.2d 8, 1213 (Pa. Super. 2008).
In Yandamuri, Defendant was contacted by detectives regarding a
kidnapping and murder. See 159 A.3d at 509. Defendant voluntarily
accompanied the plain-clothes detectives in an unmarked vehicle to the
police station. See id. Defendant arrived at the station at 3: 15 p.m. See

id. He wa$ questioned by detectives in an office, behind closed but unlocked
doors. See id. Detectives repeatedly told Defendant he was free to leave
and was not under arrest. See id. at 509-10. At 11 :03 p.m., upon
discovering several inconsistencies in Defendant's statements, detectives
read Defendant his Miranda warnings. See id. at 510. The Pennsylvania
Supreme Court ruled that all of Defendant's statements between 3: 15 p.m.
and 11 :02 p.m. were admissible because he was not in custody for purposes
of Miranda. See id. at 521. The court noted that while "a law enforcement
officer's statement to a suspect that he is free to leave does not, in and of
itself, preclude a finding that the suspect is in custody," the totality of the
circumstance presented belied defendant's contention that his freedom of
movement was restricted. See id. at 520 ( citation omitted).
Similarly, in Schwing, Defendant voluntarily appeared at a police
station, following a request from a local law enforcement officer. See 964
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A..2d at 10. Defendant was taken to an interview room where the door
remained open. See id. The officer advised Defendant that he was free to
leave at any time and was not under arrest. See id. The interview lasted an
hour and twenty minutes, during which time Defendant was permitted to use
the restroom and to smoke outside alone. See id. During questioning,
Defendant admitted to engaging in oral sex with a minor. See id. Only after
this admission did the officer inform Defendant that he was no longer free to
leave. See id. In ruling that Defendant's statements were admissible, the
Superior Court held that Defendant's "detention did not begin to approach
the level of coercion necessary to constitute the equivalent of an arrest." Id.
at 12.
Separately, "[i]nterrogation is defined as questioning initiated by law
enforcement officials." Commonwealth v. DeJesus, 787 A.2d 394, 401 (Pa.
2001) (citing Miranda, 384 U.S. at 444) (internal quotations omitted). In

Rhode Island v. Innis, the United States Supreme Court extended the
definition of "interrogation" to include not only express questioning, but also
"any words or actions that the police should know are reasonably likely to
elicit an incriminating response from the suspect." 446 U.S. 291, 301
(1980). The focus in this inquiry is primarily on the "perceptions of the
suspect, rather than the intent of the police." Id.
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"Statements not made in response to custodial interrogation are
classified as gratuitous" and, thus, not subject to exclusion under Miranda.

Yandamuri, 159 A.3d at 520.
[T]he absence of Miranda warnings does not require suppression
of a suspect's custodial statements if, for example, the suspect
spontaneously 'blurts out' the statement; or makes an
incriminating statement in the course of 'small talk' with
authorities; or is merely responding to biographical questioning;
or makes an incriminating statement after voluntarily initiating
communication with the authorities....

Commonwealth v. Sepulveda, 855 A.2d 783, 796-97 (Pa. 2004) (Castille, J.
concurring) (citing Commonwealth v. Baez, 720 A.2d 711, 720-21 (Pa.
1998); see also Commonwealth v. Abdul-Salaam, 678 A.2d 342, 351 (Pa.
1996); see also Commonwealth v. Daniels, 644 A.2d 1175, 1181 (Pa. 1994);

see also Commonwealth v. Yarris, 549 A.2d 513, 523-24 (Pa. 1988)).
In Abdul-Salaam, the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania ruled that
Defendant's spontaneous statements to police following his arrest were
admissible. See 678 A.2d at 351. Defendant was arrested on suspicion of
murder and advised of his rights under Miranda. See id. at 350. Defendant
invoked his right to silence and counsel, and officers did not initiate an
interrogation. See id. In response to "small talk" from a detective, related
to Defendant's family and where he was from, Defendant abruptly asked,
"What are my options?" Id. at 351. The detective simply reiterated
Defendant's right to remain silent, to which Defendant implicated his co
conspirator. See id. The detective did not inquire further. See id. The
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court found that Defendant's statements were not the product of police
interrogation and were admissible against him. See id.
Here, Holmes alleges that we erred by denying Holmes's Motion to
Suppress Statements. See Concise Statement

~

5; see also Supplemental

Omnibus ,i,i 2-11. We address each statement individually:
a. April 8. 2010 Telephone Call
On April 7, 2010, Gerould attempted to reach Holmes by telephone.

See N.T. Mar. 23 at 19. Upon receiving no response, Gerould proceeded to
Holmes's residence on April 8, 2010, where he again received no response.

See id. Gerould left his business card. See id. at 19-20. Holmes called
Gerould later that afternoon. See id. at 20.
Gerould was able to positively identify Holmes's voice based on his
prior interactions; Holmes appeared alert and coherent. See id. Gerould
requested to meet with Holmes to discuss the Aponte homicide but they
were unable to agree on a date and time. See id. at 21-22. Holmes advised
Gerould that he could be reached by contacting the telephone number
Gerould had on file. See id. at 23. This entire conversation lasted only a
few minutes. See id. Gerould never told Holmes he was under arrest and
never threatened him. See id. at 24.

Miranda does not apply because the interaction between Holmes and
Gerould was not custodial in nature. See Commonwealth v. Michael, 431
A.2d 333, 334-35 (Pa. Super. 1981) (finding Defendant's statement during
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telephone conversation initiat~d by Defendant were admissible in the
absence of Miranda warning as interaction between Defendant and police
officer was non-custodial). Holmes initiated the April 8, 2010 telephone
conversation with Gerould. See N.T. Mar. 23 at 20. Holmes was under no
compulsion to communicate with Gerould. As such, his interaction was not
so coercive as to become the functional equivalent of an arrest. See
Distefano, 782 A.2d at 579. Holmes was not in custody for purposes of
Miranda during the April 8, 2010 telephone conversation and, as such, this
Court did not err in refusing to suppress his statements on that date.
b. April 20, 2010 Interview
Gerould learned that Holmes was scheduled for a preliminary hearing
at Magisterial District Judge Elwell's office on April 20, 2010 at 10: 15 a.m.
See N.T. Mar. 23 at 24. Gerould proceeded to that location at 10:00 a.m. on
April 20, 2010 to await Holmes's arrival. See id. at 25. Gerould was
dressed in a suit and no other uniformed officers were present. See id. at
25, 47. Holmes arrived within a few minutes and Gerould engaged Holmes
in a brief conversation in the lobby of the office, whereupon Holmes agreed
to speak privately with Gerould in a conference room. See id. at 25-26.
Gerould informed Holmes that he did not have to speak with him. See id. at
43, 46. While in the conference room, Gerould remained seated at the
conference table and Holmes stood by the door. See id. at 28.
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During their meeting, Gerould questioned Holmes about the Aponte
homicide. See id. Holmes denied having any specific knowledge of the
incident. See id. He reported that he was at home on March 30, 2009, the
night of the homicide. See id. at 29. Holmes also stated that he knew
Barndt but did not call him on March 30, 2009. See id. Gerould then ended
the conversation. See id. at 30.
Throughout the interview, Gerould reported that Holmes appeared
coherent. See id. at 26. Gerould never advised Holmes he was under
arrest, nor did he place Holmes in handcuffs. See id. at 27. Holmes never
requested a lawyer and no lawyer was present. See id. at 28, 42. Gerould
never informed Holmes that he was a suspect in the Aponte homicide
investigation. See id. at 44.
We decline to hold that Holmes was in custody on April 20, 2010.
Holmes arrived at Magisterial District Judge Elwell's office of his own volition.
See id. at 25. He voluntarily submitted to an interview with Gerould in a
conference room, even after Gerould informed Holmes that he was under no
obligation to speak with him. See id. at 26. Gerould did not compel
Holmes, using force or otherwise, to submit to the interview. See id. at 2728. The door of the conference room remained unrestricted throughout their
brief conversation, which Gerould testified lasted. less than fifteen minutes.
See id. at 45-46.
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Further, we do not believe that the location of the interview, namely a
judicial conference room, is a coercive environment. The Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania recently ruled that even eight hours in a police interrogation
room, behind closed doors, was not sufficiently coercive to support a finding
that a defendant was in custody for purposes of Miranda. See Yandamuri,
159 A.3d at 521. The circumstances presented here were less restrictive.
Separately, we note that Holmes's classification as a suspect in the
Aponte homicide investigation is not dispositive with respect to the custodial
determination. See Mathiason, 429 U.S. 492, 495 (1977) (refusing to
require Miranda warnings "simply because the ... questioned person is one
whom the police suspect."); see also Commonwealth v. Peters, 642 A.2d
1126, 1130 (Pa. Super. 1994) ("The fact that a defendant was the focus of
the investigation is ... a relevant factor in determining whether he is 'in
custody,' but does not require, per se, Miranda warnings."). We considered
this factor, but did not find it compelling because Gerould never
communicated such information to Holmes. See id. at 44. In evaluating
custodial interrogations, "the test focuses on whether the individual being
interrogated reasonably believes his freedom of action is being restricted."

Gonzalez, 979 A.2d at 888. As such, Holmes's lack of knowledge that he
was a suspect renders this fact insignificant.
Having considered all relevant factors and based on the totality of the
circumstances, we conclude that Holmes was not in custody during his April
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20, 2010 interview with Gerould. See Distefano, 782 A.2d at 579;

Gonzalez, 979 A.2d at 888. Therefore, Miranda does not apply and Holmes's
statements were properly admitted during the course of trial. See

Yandamuri, 159 A.3d at 521.
c. August 15, 2017 Statement to Lieutenant Gerou Id
Following his arrest on August 15, 2017, Gerould informed Holmes
that he was being charged with homicide. See N.T. Mar. 23 at 32. Gerould
did not specify that Holmes was being charged with Aponte's homicide. See

id. In response, Holmes remarked "for real," and Gerould replied "yes
homicide." N.T. Mar. 23, Commonwealth's Exhibit 3. As Gerould placed
Holmes in the patrol vehicle, Gerould recalled Holmes stating "I can;t [sic]
believe your arresting me for that, you know I didn't do it." Id. Holmes was
not informed of his Miranda rights prior to making these statements. See id.
at 35, 38.
Holmes was in custody for purposes of Miranda at the time he made
statements to Gerould on August 15, 2017. However, "not every statement
made by an individual during a police encounter amounts to an
interrogation." Commonwealth v. Gaul, 912 A.2d 252, 255 (Pa. 2006).
Further, law enforcement officers are not "under a blanket prohibition from
informing a suspect about the nature of the crime under investigation or
about the evidence relating to the charges brought against him." See

DeJesus, 787 A.2d at 402 (discussing what officer should know is reasonably
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likely to elicit an incriminating response in context of Miranda). The
informative nature of Gerould's statement to Holmes regarding his charges,
was not, in our opinion, likely to elicit an incriminating response. See Innis,
446 U.S. 301. Based upon the above, we must conclude that Holmes was
not subject to interrogation and his statements are more accurately
characterized as "gratuitous." Yandamuri, 159 A.3d at 520. Therefore,
Holmes's statements to Gerould on August 15, 2017 were properly admitted
in the course of trial.
d. August 15, 2017 Statement to Detective Snyder
On August 15, 2017, Holmes was taken to the Easton Police
Department for booking. See N.T. Mar. 23 at 10. Detective Darren Snyder
oversaw the booking procedures with Holmes, which included a medical
screening, fingerprinting, and photographing. See id. During this process,
Holmes told Snyder, "I had nothing to do with it, over some street shit."
N.T. Mar. 23, Commonwealth's Exhibit 3. Snyder did not elicit this
statement through questioning, nor did he inquire further about what
Holmes meant. See id. at 12. Holmes was not informed of his Miranda
rights prior to making this statement. See id. at 35, 38.
Again, Holmes was undoubtedly in custody for purposes of Miranda.
His statement, however, was not the product of an "interrogation." See

DeJesus, 787 A.2d at 402. Rather, Snyder was merely completing a routine
booking procedure. See id. at 10. We find Holmes's statement was more
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akin to those spontaneous remarks offered in Abdul-Salaam, where
Defendant offered unsolicited statements to a detective in response to
remarks that were not likely to elicit an incriminating response. See 678
A.2d at 351; see also Innis, 446 U.S. 301. As such, Holmes's statement to
Snyder on August 15, 2017 was admissible and properly admitted during the
course of trial.

IV.

Motion to Suppress Evidence
Holmes next asserts that this Court erred in suppressing evidence

seized following his arrest on August 15, 2017. See Concise Statement ,i 6;

see also Supplemental Omnibus ,i,i 12-17. Specifically, Holmes avers that
officers with the Easton Police Department illegally seized his cellular
telephone upon his arrest and, as such, his cellular telephone and any
records obtained therefrom should have been suppressed. See id.
The Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Article I,
Section 8 of the Pennsylvania Constitution protects citizens from
unreasonable searches and seizures. See U.S. CoNsT. amend. IV; PA. CONST.
art. I, § 8. "A search conducted without a warrant is deemed to be
unreasonable and therefore constitutionally impermissible, unless an
established exception applies." Commonwealth v. Strickler, 757 A.2d 884,
888 (Pa. 2000). A search incident to arrest is one such recognized
exception. See Commonwealth v. Simonson, 148 A.3d 792, 797 (Pa. Super.
2016).
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It is "axiomatic that an arresting officer may, without a warrant,
search a person validly arrested." Commonwealth v. Trenge, 451 A.2d 701,
710 (Pa. Super. 1982). "[T]he search incident to arrest exception applies
categorically ... [,] permit[ting] a search of the arrestee's person as a
matter of course-and without a case-by-case adjudication of whether a
search of a particular arrestee is likely to protect officer safety or evidence."

Simonson, 148 A.3d at 799 (citing North Dakota v. Birchfield, 136 S.Ct.
2160, 2176 (2016)) (internal quotations omitted). A search incident to
arrest must be "substantially contemporaneous with the arrest and confined
to the immediate vicinity of the arrest." Commonwealth v. Harris, 239, A.2d
290, 292 (Pa. 1968).
Holmes was arrested on August 15, 2017. See N.T. Mar. 23 at 9, 30.
Holmes was holding a Samsung cellular phone when he was handcuffed by
members of the Easton Police Department. See id. at 33. Inspector
Anthony Arredondo secured this cellular telephone in an evidence locker at
the Easton Police Department. See id. We concluded that Holmes's cellular
telephone was properly seized incident to his arrest on August 15, 2017.
See generally Opinion of Court, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-

2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Apr. 11, 2018). The seizure was "substantially
contemporaneous with the arrest and confined to the immediate vicinity of
the arrest," in that officers confiscated the cellular telephone directly from
Holmes's person as they handcuffed him. See Harris, 239 A.2d at 292; see
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also Commonwealth v. Stallworth, 781 A.2d 110, 116 (Pa. 2001)
(authorizing seizure of clothing defendant was wearing as incident to his
arrest); see also Commonwealth v. Cross, 496 A.2d 1144, 1150 (Pa. 1985)
(finding hair samples and fingernail scrapings and clippings were properly
seized incident to arrest).
The cellular telephone was never searched by law enforcement when
this issue was originally before us. See N.T. Mar. 23 at 49. As such, the
Commonwealth has not run afoul of the United States Supreme Court dictate
in the -consolidated cases of Riley v. California and United States v. Wurie,
wherein the Court held that law enforcement officers must obtain a warrant
before searching the contents of a cellular telephone. 134 S.Ct. 2473, 2485
(2014).
Further, during the March 23, 2018 hearing regarding Holmes's
omnibus motions, the Commonwealth represented that the cellular
telephone seized from Holmes during his arrest was irrelevant to the
investigation and that the Commonwealth did not intend to admit the cellular
telephone or evidence therefrom during Holmes's trial. See N.T. Mar. 23 at
49. The cellular telephone was made available to defense counsel for
inspection. See id. As a result, this Court did not err in denying Holmes's
Motion to Suppress Evidence.
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V.

Motion for Change of Venue/Venire
Holmes alleges that this Court erred in failing to grant Home's Motion

for Change of Venue/Venire, based upon what he characterizes as
"sustained, pervasive, inflammatory, [and] inculpatory" pretrial publicity and
a "presumption of prejudice" in selecting a fair and impartial jury from
Northampton County. Defendant's Brief at 35. Holmes previously
referenced a number of media sources in support of his contention, including
articles in The Morning Call, and The Express-Times, and te.levision
broadcasts on WFMZ-TV. See Appendix to Defendants [sic] Motion to
Change Venue/Venire, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P.
Northampton Co. Apr. 6, 2018). Following a review of local media coverage,
this Court did not err in concluding that Holmes's pretrial publicity claims
were overstated and a change of venue or venire was unwarranted.
Pennsylvania Rule of Criminal Procedure 584 provides:
all motions for change of venue or for change of venire shall be
made to the court in which the case is currently pending. Venue
or venire may be changed by that court when it is determined
after hearing that a fair and impartial trial cannot otherwise be
had in the county where the case is currently pending.
Pa.R.Crim.P. 584. "Whenever a change of venue ... [is] ordered, the
docket entries and all original papers in the proceeding shall be certified and
transmitted to the clerk of courts of the county of transfer immediately prior
to trial." Pa.R.Crim.P. 584(C). In contrast,
[w]henever a change in venire ... [is] ordered, the jury shall be
summoned, selected, and impanelled in the designated county of
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impanelment. The trial judge shall conduct voir dire, unless
otherwise ordered by the Supreme Court. The jury shall be
transported to the county of the court where the case is
currently pending.
Pa.R.Crim.P. 584(D). It is well established that "the grant or denial of a
change of venue is a matter within the sound discretion of the trial court"
and a court's ruling on such a motion will "be reversed only where there is
an abuse of that discretion." Commonwealth v. Daugherty, 426 A.2d 104,
105 (Pa. 1981). Ordinarily, "a defendant is not entitled to a change of
venue unless he or she can show that pre-trial publicity resulted in actual
prejudice that prevented the impaneling of an impartial jury."

Commonwealth v. Karenbauer, 715 A.2d 1086, 1092 (Pa. 1998). Pretrial
publicity alone does not create a presumption of prejudice. See id.
"Simply because prospective jurors may have heard about a case
through media reports does not render them incapable of jury service."

Commonwealth v. Briggs, 12 A.3d 291, 313 (Pa. 2011). The United States
Supreme Court recognizes that securing a defendant's due process right to a
fair trial does not mandate selecting a jury whose members are oblivious to
events in their community:
In these days of swift, widespread and diverse methods of
communication, an important case can be expected to arouse
the interest of the public in the vicinity, and scarcely any of
those best qualified to serve as jurors will not have formed some
impression or opinion as to the merits of the case. This is
particularly true in criminal cases. To hold that the mere
existence of any preconceived notion as to the guilt or innocence
of an accused, without more, is sufficient to rebut the
presumption of a prospective juror's impartiality would be to
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establish an impossible standard. It is sufficient if the juror can
lay aside his impression or opinion and render a verdict based on
the evidence presented in court.

Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717, 722-23 (1961).
The general rule, requiring a showing of actual prejudice prior to a
change of venue, is subject to an important exception: "In certain cases
there can be pretrial publicity so sustained, so pervasive, so inflammatory,
and so inculpatory as to demand a change of venue without putting the
defendant to any burden of establishing a nexus between the publicity and
actual jury prejudice, because the circumstances make it apparent that there
is a substantial likelihood that a fair trial cannot be had." Commonwealth v.

Casper, 392 A.2d 287, 291 (Pa. 1978) (internal quotations and citations
omitted). This exception requires the presence of "exceptional
circumstances ... [and] each case must turn on its special facts." Id.
(internal quotations and citations omitted). Several discrete factors are
relevant to th is analysis:
whether the pre-trial publicity was, on the one hand, factual and
objective, or, on the other hand, consisted of sensational,
inflammatory and slanted articles demanding conviction;
whether the pre-trial publicity revealed the existence of the
accused's prior criminal record; whether it referred to
confessions, admissions or reenactments of the crime by the
defendant; and whether such information is the product of
reports by the police and prosecutorial officers. 9
9

With respect to the last factor, the behavior of law enforcement officers and
prosecutors is guided by the following:

in this Commonwealth policemen and members of the staffs of the
office of District Attorneys shall not release to the news media:
FOOTNOTE CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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Id. at 292 (internal quotations and citations omitted).
Where any of the above factors are present, a defendant seeking to
compel a change of venue must also demonstrate such publicity was "so
extensive, sustained, and pervasive that the community must be deemed to
have been saturated with it, and that there was insufficient time between
the publicity and the trial for any prejudice to have dissipated."

Commonwealth v. Tharp, 830 A.2d 519, 529 (Pa. 2003).
Pretrial publicity in this matter dates back years before charges were
ever brought against Holmes. The homicide occurred on March 30, 2009.

See Police Criminal Complaint, Affidavit of Probable Cause at 1. On March
31, 2009, an article appeared in The Express-Times describing the shooting
at Easton Cafe that resulted in Aponte's death. The article noted that
Aponte had only recently been paroled from prison for his involvement in a
shooting outside of a local gentlemen's club in 2006 that in which Jason
Oliver was killed and Holmes was injured.

FOOTNOTE CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS PAGE
(a) the existence or contents of any statement or confession given by
the accused, or his refusal to give a statement or to take tests;
(b) prior criminal records of the accused including arrests and
convictions; (c) any inflammatory statements as to the merits of the
case, or character of the accused; (d) the possibility of a plea of guilty;
(e) nor shall the authorities deliberately pose the accused for
photographs at or near the scene of the crime, or in photographs
which connect him with the scene of the crime.

Commonwealth v. Pierce, 303 A.2d 209, 215 (Pa. 1973).
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In 2013, Barndt, Holmes's alleged co-conspirator, was arrested for his
participation in the homicide. See Criminal Information, Commonwealth v.

Franklin Barndt, C-48-CR-591-2014 (C.P. Northampton Co. Jul. 10, 2014).
Articles published on December 13, 2013 and December 20, 2013 discussed
Barndt's arraignment, referencing a Grand Jury report wherein Barndt
claimed he conspired with Holmes to murder Aponte. Barndt reportedly told
the Grand Jury that Holmes was the triggerman. Assistant District Attorney
Tatum Wilson was quoted in the December 13, 2013 article as saying: "It's
this office's position that the shooter is Jacob Holmes and this is a situation
where we are not going to rest." A February 21, 2014 article covering
Barndt's preliminary hearing discussed telephone records the Easton Police
Department had obtained that. showed Barndt and Holmes had exchanged
nine telephone calls shortly before the Aponte homicide. The article also
detailed Barndt's testimony before the investigating grand jury and the
ongoing investigation into Holmes's involvement.
Two articles app~ared in The Express-Times on July 10, 2014, the date
Barndt pleaded guilty to criminal conspiracy to commit criminal homicide for
his participation in the Aponte homicide. The first article noted that Barndt
was sentenced to sixteen to forty-two years in a State Correctional
Institution. Additionally, the article described Holmes's alleged participation
in the murder, indicating that "Holmes killed Aponte in a hail of gunfire as
the [twenty-four]-year-old sat at the end of the bar." The article noted that
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"[t]he shooting appears to have been retaliation for Aponte's involvement in
a 2006 shooting in Wilson Borough." Holmes's refusal to answer questions
before an investigating grand jury investigating the Aponte homicide was
also noted. The second article from July 10, 2014 described the Aponte
homicide as a "revenge killing." In response to questions related to
potential charges against Holmes, this article quotes Assistant District
Attorney Tatum Wilson as stating: "This plea is taking us one step
closer[ ... ] With a homicide charge, you have to get it right. You only have
one shot." A September 16, 2014, article appearing in The Express-Times
made reference to a new grand jury convened to investigate unsolved
Lehigh Valley crimes. The article mentions the Aponte homicide as an
unsolved murder, but does not indicate that the new grand jury would be
investigating this crime.
Following Holmes's arrest on August 15, 2017, numerous reports
regarding Aponte's murder appeared in local media. Larger media outlets,
based in the Philadelphia area carried the story of Holmes's arrest,
emphasizing his familial relationship to the former heavyweight boxing
champion, Larry Holmes. Local media coverage described the homicide as a
revenge killing. An August 16, 2017 article in The Morning Call quoted
District Attorney John Morganelli as saying: "There were a lot of witnesses,
but many were terrified knowing this guy was walking the streets.... It
took time for us to build this case and gather what was needed for a
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successful trial." An article appeared in The Express-Times on the same
date and quoted then-First Deputy District Attorney Terrance Houck as
follows:
As I stated back then when we arrested Mr. Barndt I was
confident that we were going to get his co-defendant, his co
conspirator, and we did .... We brought Mr. Barndt up
specifically after everything was done so that there would be an
understanding that no deals would be made.
First Deputy Houck was also quoted in a separate article in The Express
Times on August 16, 2017 as saying, "[w]e got one in the bag and we're
going to go after the other one."
Reporting following Holmes's preliminary hearing again made
reference to the fact that Holmes was the nephew of former heavyweight
boxing champion, Larry Holmes. An article appearing in The Morning Call on
October 19, 2017 described evidence the Commonwealth offered to establish
their prima facie case against Holmes, including Barndt's cooperation with
the police investigation.
Reporting on Holmes's case prior to our decision to deny Holmes's
Motion for Change of Venue/Venire related to the Commonwealth's intent to
seek the death penalty against Holmes. On December 19, 2017, an article
in The Morning Call reported that Aponte was "shot repeatedly by a masked
gunman who entered the crowded bar through the backdoor." The article
later quoted then-First Deputy Houck as stating, "There were a bunch of
customers that had to dive away for their lives," and that some patrons were
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"inches" from the gunfire. The article enumerated the aggravating
circumstances the Commonwealth averred in seeking the death penalty. An
article appearing in The Express-Times on the same date related similar
information and, again, referenced the 2006 shooting outside of a
gentlemen's club that injured Holmes and killed Jason Oliver. It noted that
Aponte's murder occurred only a few months after he was released from
prison after serving time for firearms offenses related to the 2006 shooting.
While the above summary of local media reports highlights the most
inflammatory portions, much of the reporting on this case has been factual
and objective in nature. Our review found no media reports that disclosed
Holmes's prior criminal record. No media reports referenced a confession or
admission attributed to Holmes. Numerous articles, however, noted Barndt's
guilty plea and his grand jury testimony implicating Holmes. Additionally,
several articles referred to Holmes's appearance before the investigating
grand jury and Holmes's invocation of his Fifth Amendment rights.
The Northampton County DistrictAttorney's Office held a press
conference on August 16, 2017 to announce Holmes's arrest. Local media
covered this announcement and other related hearings, later quoting various
members of the District Attorney's Office commenting on the matter. While
some of these statements appear to impugn Holmes's character, we do not
find that they were overly prejudicial. Separately, media reports regarding
Holmes's lack of cooperation with the investigating grand jury appear to
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stem from a grand jury report that was released following Barndt's arrest in
2014. These reports are a matter of public record, and as such, we cannot
rule that public dissemination of such information violates the Pierce
standard. See 42 Pa.C.S.A. § 4552; see also Pierce, 303 A.2d at 215. This
information is not a "statement" from the District Attorney's office. See id.
Many articles referenced Holmes's familial relationship to former world
heavyweight boxing champion, Larry Holmes. Generally, a defendant's
reputation in the community is not considered in evaluating pretrial
prejudice. See Casper, 392 A.2d at 296-97. The Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania has refused to "accept the position that prominence brings
prejudice." Id. at 297 (quoting Hale v. United States, 435 F.2d 737, 747
(5th Cir. 1970)) (internal quotations omitted). In Casper, the court
concluded that the "public figure" element was "entirely too amorphous and
subject to speculation to be added as a basis for pretrial presumption of
prejudice in any but the most truly extraordinary cases." Id. Holmes's trial
is not a "truly extraordinary" case warranting heightened consideration of his
status as a "public figure." Id. His familial relationship to a former
heavyweight boxing champion simply does not rise to this level.
Having reviewed the media coverage to this point, we did not conclude
that "there is a substantial likelihood that a fair trial cannot be had" in
Northampton County. Casper, 392 A.2d at 291. As a result, this Court did
not err in denying Holmes's Motion for Change of Venue/Venire.
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VI.

Admitting Evidence of the Death of Jason Oliver
Holmes alleges that this Court erred in admitting evidence of the death

of Jason Oliver pursuant to its Order of December 9, 2019. See Order of
Court, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton
Co. Dec. 9, 2019); see also Concise Statement ,i 8. We respectfully suggest
that this evidence was properly admitted pursuant to Pennsylvania Rule of
Evidence 404(b)(1) and the res gestae exception. See Pa.R.Evid. 404(b)(1).
Accordingly, this Court did not err in admitting evidence of the death of
Jason Oliver.
Pennsylvania Rule of Evidence 404(b)(1) states that "[e]vidence of a
crime, wrong, or other act is not admissible to prove a person's character in
order to show that on a particular occasion the person acted in accordance
with the character." Pa.R.Evid. 404(b)(1). However, "[t]his evidence may
be admissible for another purpose, such as proving motive, opportunity,
intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, absence of mistake, or lack of
accident. In a criminal case this evidence is admissible only if the probative
value of the evidence outweighs its potential for unfair prejudice."
Pa.R.Evid. 404(b)(2). Evidence of other crimes may be introduced to prove:
(1) motive; (2) intent; (3) absence of mistake or accident; (4) a
common scheme, plan or design embracing commission of two
or more crimes so related to each other that proof of one tends
to prove the others; or (5) to establish the identity of the person
charged with the commission of the crime on trial, in other
words, where there is such a logical connection between the
crimes that proof of one will naturally tend to show that the
accused is the person who committed the other.
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Commonwealth v. Morris, 425 A.2d 715, 720 (Pa. 1981).
Additionally,
[a]nother "special circumstance" where evidence of other crimes
may be relevant and admissible is where such evidence was part
of the chain or sequence of events which became part of the
history of the case and formed part of the natural development
of the facts. This special circumstance, sometimes referred to as
the "res gestae" exception to the general proscription against
evidence of other crimes, is also known as the "complete story"
rationale, i.e., evidence of other criminal acts is admissible "to
complete the story of the crime on trial by proving its immediate
context of happenings near in time and place."

Commonwealth v. Lark, 543 A.2d 491, 497 (Pa. 1988) (emphasis added,
internal citations omitted). Once this exception is deemed applicable, the
court must balance the prejudicial impact of the evidence against its
probative value to determine admissibility. See Commonwealth v. Murphy,
499 A.2d 1080, 1089 (Pa. Super. 1985).
Pennsylvania Rule of Evidence Rule 403 states that "[t]he court may
exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is outweighed by a danger of
one or more of the following: unfair prejudice, confusing the issues,
misleading the jury, undue delay, wasting time, or needlessly presenting
cumulative evidence." Pa.R.Evid. 403. "'Unfair Prejudice' means a tendency
to suggest decision on an improper basis or to divert the jury's attention
away from its duty of weighing the evidence impartially." Commonwealth v.

Tyson, 119 A.3d 353, 360 (Pa. Super. 2015) (citations omitted). However,
the trial court is not "required to sanitize the trial to eliminate all unpleasant
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facts from the jury's consideration where those facts are relevant to the
issues at hand and form part of the history and natural development of the
events and offenses for which the defendant is charged." Commonwealth v.
Lark, 542 A.2d 491, 501 (Pa. 1988).
The defendant in Commonwealth v. Lark robbed Tae Bong Cho ("Cho")
at gunpoint and successfully fled. 542 A.2d at 493. That same day, the
defendant was apprehended and taken to a police station where he saw Cho
in the process of rendering a police report. See id. About two months later,
Cho was murdered by an unknown assailant, the day before he was to
appear as the principal witness for the Commonwealth at the defendant's
preliminary hearing on the robbery charges. See id. Prior to the shooting,
an individual spoke with the defendant, who said that "he was going to take
care of him ... he was going to kill him before he went to court so he wouldn't
be able to testify against him." Id. After the shooting, the defendant
bragged to several people about killing Cho. See id. When in custody, the
defendant made numerous terroristic threats towards the assistant district
attorney assigned to his case. See id. at 494-95. While a fugitive from
justice, the defendant broke into a woman's home and held her and her two
children hostage. See id. at 494. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court found
that:
the evidence of each of the offenses-murder, terroristic threats,
and kidnapping[ ... ] were interwoven in a tangled web of threats,
intimidation and criminal activity which arose from the robbery
in 1978 of [Cho], and were relevant to prove motive, intent,
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identity (such a logical connection between the crimes that proof
of one naturally tends to show that the accused committed the
other), and to "complete the story" by demonstrating the history
and natural development of the facts.

Id. at 497-98.
We conclude that evidence of the death of Jason Oliver satisfies the
res gestae exception to Pennsylvania Rule of Evidence 404(b)(3). First, we

find that evidence of Jason Oliver's death meets the relevancy test, as it
makes the fact that Holmes murdered Aponte more probable. See
Pa.R.Evid. 403. This evidence demonstrates Holmes's motive for murdering
Aponte, as he sought retribution for Aponte's involvement in the murder of
his best friend, Jason Oliver. Additionally, the probative value of Jason
Oliver's death greatly outweighs its potential for unfair prejudice. See id.
The evidence regarding Jason Oliver's death "should not be shielded from
the fact[- ]finder merely because it is harmful to [Holmes]; the question is
whether evidence of [Jason Oliver's death] would be unduly prejudicial."
Tyson, 119 A.3d 353 at 361. We do not find that this information is unduly

prejudicial. This evidence is extremely probative, as without the admission
of evidence of Jason Oliver's death, the Commonwealth would not be able to
explain Holmes's actions in murdering Aponte. Therefore, weighing the
relevant facts of the case, we believe that the probative value of this
evidence outweighs any prejudicial effect.
Similarly to Lark, evidence of the death of Jason Oliver was relevant to
prove motive, intent, identity, and to "complete the story" of Aponte's
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murder. As discussed previously, it was the death of Jason Oliver, Holmes's
best friend, which set the events of March 30, 2009 into action. Holmes
repeatedly expressed his intention to avenge the death of Jason Oliver, who
was murdered outside of a gentlemen's club in 2006, where Holmes was also
shot and subsequently transported to Easton Hospital. See N.T. Dec. 8 at
82-85. Aponte was one of the men present that night who were involved in
murdering Aponte and shooting Holmes. See id. at 108. While in the
hospital, Holmes told Officer Jason Hillis that "he doesn't know who shot him
but he would recognize him, and if he sees him he'll get him." Id. at 86.
Aponte was released on parole supervision on December 31, 2008; he was
murdered three months after being granted parole. See N.T. Dec. 9 at 67.
Additionally, Barndt stated that he was not surprised that Holmes
wanted to murder Aponte because "he would brag about it a lot, so he would
just say that's what he was going to do as soon as he had the chance." N.T.
Dec. 9 at 175-76. In January of 2012, Holmes called Rost and told her that
it was the anniversary of the death of his best friend, Jason Oliver, and that
he had killed Aponte, stating that "Miguel got his" and "got what he
deserved." Id. at 127-30. Brian Oliver, the brother of Jason Oliver, testified
that Holmes told him that he was going to "avenge the death" because "he
was sorry my brother was killed." N.T. Dec. 14 at 17-18. Upon
encountering Brian Oliver in the Northampton County Prison on January 10,
2020, Holmes gave him a hug and said that "he couldn't let that ride, like he
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handled his business. And he asked if I was all right. Like you all right?
And gave me a hug, and said I handled my business. I let -- I handled my
business. I couldn't let that ride." Id. at 25. Brian Oliver understood this to
mean that Holmes killed Aponte in retaliation for Aponte's involvement in the
murder of Jason Oliver. See id.
Evidence of the death of Jason Oliver was necessary to prove Holmes's
motive to murder Aponte. This evidence also shows that Aponte was
involved in the murder of Jason Oliver, making it apparent that Holmes
chose to murder Aponte as retribution for his involvement in murdering his
best friend. Evidence of Jason Oliver's death was necessary to "complete
the story." Accordingly, this Court did not err in admitting evidence
regarding the death of Jason Oliver.
VII.

Denying Motion in Limine Seeking Continuance of Trial Until Covid19 Emergency Measures Were Lifted

On October 13, 2020, counsel for Holmes filed a Motion in Umine to
stay Holmes's trial. See Defendant's Motion in Limine Objecting to
Presumed Covid-19 Trial Procedures, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Oct. 13, 2020); see also Reply Brief in
Support of Defendant's Motion for Continuance of Jury Trial Which Oral
Motion Has Now Been Supplemented by Defendant's Motion '[in Umine]
Objecting to Covid-19 Trial Procedures, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Oct. 13, 2020). Holmes alleged that due
to Covid-19, he would not be able to receive a jury consisting of a fair cross-
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section of the community and that conducting a trial would put participants
at risk, necessitating the trial's postponement. See generally id. The
Commonwealth opposed Holmes's Motion, stating that numerous counties,
including Northampton County, had conducted jury trials during the
pandemic and that the clear face masks proposed by this Court would not
result in undue prejudice. See Commonwealth's Brief in Opposition to
Defendant's Motion for Continuance of Jury Trial at 3-4, Commonwealth v.

Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Oct. 6, 2020).
We denied Defendant's Motion in Umine on October 14, 2020. See
Order of Court, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P.
Northampton Co. Oct. 14, 2020). On November 2, 2020, counsel for Holmes
made an oral motion to have the trial continued to a later date due to Covid19 concerns. See Notes of Testimony at 3, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Nov. 30, 2020). We denied this
motion on December 7, 2020. See Order of Court, Commonwealth v.

Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Dec. 7, 2020).
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court declared a general, statewide judicial
emergency on March 16, 2020. See In Re: General Statewide Judicial
Emergency, No. 531 Judicial Administration Docket (Pa. Mar. 16, 2020). On
March 18, 2020, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court directed that all
Pennsylvania Courts were to be generally closed to the public; this was
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ultimately extended through June 1, 2020. 10 On April 17, 2020, this Court
issued Administrative Order 2020-17, requiring all individuals who enter a
courtroom or court facility to wear a face mask. See In Re: Administrative
Order 2020-17 at 27, No. C-48-AD-62-2020 (C.P. Northampton Co. Apr. 17,

2020).
On May 27, 2020, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court terminated the
statewide judicial emergency related to Covid-19, effective June 1, 2020, but
still authorized president judges to declare local judicial emergencies. See
In Re: General Statewide Judicial Emergency, Nos. 531 and 532 Judicial
Administration Docket (Pa. May 27, 2020). As a result, the Pennsylvania
Supreme court re-instituted jury trials in June of 2020. On July 1, 2020, the
Pennsylvania Department of Health issued an Order requiring the wearing of
face masks for "any indoor location where members of the public are
generally permitted[.]" Order of the Secretary of the Pennsylvania

Department of Health Requiring Universal Face Coverings, PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH (July 1, 2020), https://www.governor.pa.gov/wp
content/uploads/2020/07/20200701-SOH-Universal-Face-CoveringsOrder. pdf. As of November 30, 2020, when Holmes's jury trial commenced,

10

See In Re: General Statewide Judicial Emergency, Nos. 531 and 532 (Pa. Mar.
18, 2020); see also In Re: General Statewide Judicial Emergency, Nos. 531 and
532 Judicial Administration Docket (Pa. Apr. 1, 2020) (extending judicial emergency
and court closures through April 30, 2020); see also In Re: General Statewide
Judicial Emergency, Nos. 531 and 532 Judicial Administration Docket (Pa. Apr. 28,
2020) ( extending judicial emergency and court closures through June 1, 2020).
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the Pennsylvania Supreme Court did not issue any further orders suspending
jury trials.
On March 19, 2020, Holmes agreed to waive his right to a jury trial in
exchange for a bench trial in front of this Court and the Commonwealth
withdrawing the death penalty. See Notes of Testimony at 9-13,

Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Mar.
19, 2020). Holmes subsequently changed his mind, stating that he wished
to proceed with a jury trial and the possibility of the death penalty. See
Statement of Facts, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P.
Northampton Co. Mar. 25, 2020). On April 7, 2020, Holmes reiterated his
desire for a jury trial on the record. See Notes of Testimony at 5-7,

Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Apr.
7, 2020).
The issue of this Court having erred in denying Defendant's Motion in

Umine seeking a continuance of Holmes's trial until Covid-19 emergency
measures, including but not limited to face covering requirements, were
lifted, was waived by Holmes because Holmes insisted upon having his trial
take place in December 2020 despite all participants having to wear masks:
MR. GOODRICH: Judge, with respect to the issue of jury
selection, we spoke with Mr. Holmes. We've explained -- and he
is anxious to bring his case to trial, and we have been
co.mmunicating back and forth between the Commonwealth and
ourselves and exchanging the appropriate documentation as per
the court order; however, Mr. Holmes has indicated to Mr.
Monahan as well as myself that he is against a --
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THE DEFENDANT: As we previously discussed.
MR GOODRICH: -- against a trial with the mask upon his face
based on the allegations in the case and the nature of the
allegations and identification being an issue in this case where
the Commonwealth alleges that a gunman entered a side door of
a bar wearing a mask and did fire shots into that bar and killed
Mr. Aponte. He believes that it would be prejudicial to him to sit
in the very same mask for a week or two long trial, even
subliminally to appear in the mask as the defendant where
identification is an issue in this case and raises several
confrontation clause issues with us as well. So I do need to
bring that to the attention of the Court.
THE COURT: Okay. What about the clear face shields that we
have? Did you show that to -MR. GOODRICH: I did not have a clear face shield.
THE COURT: Can you get one for me from court administration.
MR. GOODRICH: But I would happily show that to him.
THE COURT: Sure. So in the event that he doesn't agree to the
clear face shield then you will be requesting a continuance?
MR. GOODRICH: We don't want to request a continuance, but we
do -- he does not want to go to trial with the mask and with the
jurors masked.
THE COURT: Okay. We also have the clear face shields for the
jurors.
MR. GOODRICH: Would the jurors also wear the clear face
shield as well as any witnesses?
THE COURT: That is the current plan; however, we would have
to inquire of the jurors during voir dire whether they are
comfortable in wearing the clear face shields for the entire time.
THE DEFENDANT: That's still like a mask.
MR. GOODRICH: And so -
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MS. WILSON: For the record MR. GOODRICH: -- the tip staff is showing -- Mr. Fegely is
showing a clear face shield that the county has used for various
testimonial events. It has what appears to be a Styrofoam chin
and a top of -- a Styrofoam on the top of the bridge of the nose,
but you can see mouth and nose and nostrils.
THE COURT: Yes.
MR. GOODRICH: So, Mr. Holmes, you are now seeing that for
the first time, and the judge has indicated that that would be the
type of style of mask -- face shield that would be worn or could
be worn by you, potentially members of the jury after being
questioned as to whether or not they would be comfortable
wearing such a mask.
THE COURT: And the attorneys.
MR. GOODRICH: And witnesses that would potentially testify in
your case both in your defense as well as against you.
THE DEFENDANT: I just don't think it's fair for me to be sitting
with something on my face like somebody committed a crime,
you know. That's unfair to me.
THE COURT: What do you propose then?
THE DEFENDANT: To not wear masks.
THE COURT: Just not wear a mask at all?
THE DEFENDANT: Yeah.
THE COURT: You?
THE DEFENDANT: Everybody. Why not?
THE COURT: Okay. Because it's against CDC guidelines with
respect to what's going on in this country.
THE DEFENDANT: We have to question people. I would like to
see their facial expressions.
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THE COURT: Okay. Unfortunately, we are bound by the current
state of medical pandemic in this country, and there is no way
that we can have a trial with everyone without masks.
THE DEFENDANT: I just feel like it's unfair.
THE COURT: Okay. So what do you propose then since you are
bringing the issue?
MR. GOODRICH: Judge -- and I think I have to raise the issue
because he's raised it with us, Judge. So to the extent that he
would not want even the face shield to be utilized with the Court
for purposes of the trial, then I believe that we would be duty
bound to at least request a continuance until such time as the
trial can be held without the mask.
THE DEFENDANT: I want trial. I have no problem with it.
THE COURT: If you could move closer to the podium because I
can't hear you.
THE DEFENDANT: I want to go to trial.
THE COURT: No, I understand.
THE DEFENDANT: I just want it to be fair. Like, I feel like it's
unfair with masks on to not be, like -- just like a suspect who did
it and looks just like him.
Notes of Testimony at 2-6, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017
(C.P. Northampton Co. Sept. 30, 2020) ("N.T. Sept. 30") (emphasis added).
At a conference on October 14, 2020, this Court exhibited a defogging
spray and two transparent mask styles to Holmes: one was a surgical style
mask made of clear, flexible plastic, surrounded by a thin fabric border. See
Notes of Testimony at 22-3, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017
(C.P. Northampton Co. Oct. 14, 2020). The other face mask option
consisted of a clear, rigid face shield lined with Styrofoam on the chin area
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and around the bridge of the nose. See id. at 23, 30; see also Exhibit 1
(attached). A court employee modeled this mask for all participants. See

id. at 24. Holmes and his counsel expressed that they had no preference
regarding which style mask a participant must wear. See id. at 29.
Additionally, both mask styles had been utilized by jurors and witnesses in
four previous jury trials with no complaints regarding the comfort or fit of
the masks. See id. at 34.
This Court explained to Holmes: (1) the types of clear masks that
would be utilized by all trial participants; (2) that participants' faces would
still be visible; and (3) that CDC guidelines required individuals to wear face
masks. See generally id. at 2-6. After this discussion, Holmes agreed to
have his case proceed to trial with all participants wearing face masks, when
he stated "I want trial. I have no problem with it[ ... ] I want to go to trial."
N.T. Sept. 30 at 6. The issue of this Court having erred in denying Holmes's
Motion in Limine seeking a continuance of the trial until Covid-19 emergency
measures is waived because of Holmes's agreement to proceed to trial. The
failure to object to evidence or testimony in a timely manner waives the
issue. See Commonwealth v. May, 887 A.2d 750, 761 (Pa. 2005) (holding
that the "absence of contemporaneous objections" renders an appellant's
claims waived); see also Commonwealth v. Ballard, 460 A.2d 1091, 1092
(Pa. 1983) (discussing how various claims were waived because appellant
failed to object at trial); see also Commonwealth v. Griffin, 412 A.2d 897,
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901 (Pa. Super. 1979) (stating that, in most cases, "in a timely manner"
requires contemporaneous objection). Accordingly, it is respectfully
submitted that Holmes has failed to properly preserve this issue for appellate
review.
Assuming, arguendo, that Holmes has preserved the issue of this
Court having erred by not continuing his trial, we believe his claim must fail.
This Court instituted all protocols set forth in Covid-19 Guidelines for

Pennsylvania's Judiciary: Resuming Jury Trials, an advisory publication
written by the Administrative Office of Pennsylvania Courts under the
guidance of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. See generally Covid-19

Guidelines for Pennsylvania's Judiciary: Resuming Jury Trials, Administrative
Office of Pennsylvania Courts (2020); see also Exhibit 2 (attached).
Notwithstanding the fact that this Court was permitted to proceed with jury
trials, this Court took steps to ensure that all participants were safe against
Covid-19, that the jury consisted of a fair cross-section of the community,
and that Holmes received a fair trial.
This Court took a multitude of steps to ensure that all participants
were safe against Covid-19. A confidential Covid-19 questionnaire was sent
to potential jurors, including questions related to potential Covid-19
exposure, Covid-19 related hardship, and if the juror had any concerns
related to Covid-19 that may impact his or her ability to serve as a juror.

See Exhibit 3 (attached). If a juror had concerns related to Covid-19 that
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would impact his or her ability to serve as a juror, he or she was dismissed
from such service.
All individuals entering the Northampton County Court of Common
Pleas were subject to temperature testing and individuals with an
abnormally high temperature were not allowed to enter past the vestibule of
the Courthouse. Signs were posted both inside and outside of the
Courthouse informing the public that they were not allowed to enter the
Courthouse under specific circumstances, such as being instructed by a
healthcare professional to quarantine after Covid-19 exposure.
All participants in Holmes's trial wore clear masks within the
Courthouse, not limited to voir dire and the trial itself. All attorneys,
witnesses, deputy sheriffs, and spectators wore clear face masks, discussed
previously, that allowed for a full range of expression to be visible while still
maintaining safety in accordance with CDC guidelines. The undersigned
judge, his judicial law clerk, and his court reporter, all wore clear face masks
that similarly allowed for a full range of expression while maintaining safety.
Both the clear face mask and clear face shield were approved by Holmes,
Holmes's counsel, and the Commonwealth. Additionally, Court staff
regularly sanitized surfaces and hand sanitizer was placed throughout the
Courtroom.
Masks notwithstanding, all participants followed CDC social distancing
guidelines which instructed individuals to maintain at least six feet of
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distance between each other at all times. To facilitate social distancing, this
Court assigned staggered seating amongst all jurors. To keep the number of
people in the Courtroom low, we placed spectators in separate rooms where
they were able to view the proceedings via simulcast. To further maintain
social distancing, all individuals besides attorneys, the undersigned, and
Court staff exited the courtroom for all objection arguments and sidebar
discussions. Additionally, we conducted individual voir dire, which although
required in a death penalty case also helped keep all participants safe. All
participants followed this Court's strict Covid-19 safety policies and we had
no issues regarding compliance or outbreaks of Covid-19 amongst
participants of Holmes's trial.
VIII. Admission of Testimony of Brian Oliver and Inspector Horvath
Holmes alleges that this Court erred in its Order of December 14,
2020, admitting the testimony of Brian Oliver concerning statements made
to him by Holmes, and further erred in admitting the testimony of Inspector
Horvath concerning his observations of video surveillance at Northampton
County Prison. See Concise Statement ,i 10; see also Order of Court,

Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Dec.
14, 2020). On September 24, 2018, the Commonwealth filed a Motion in

Limine seeking permission to admit evidence regarding the murder of Jason
Oliver. See Commonwealth's Motion in Limine, Commonwealth v. Holmes,
C-48-CR-3514-2017 (C.P. Northampton Co. Sept. 24, 2018). On December
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9, 2019, we entered an Order granting the Commonwealth's Motion in

Umine. See Order of Court, Commonwealth v. Holmes, C-48-CR-3514-2017
(C.P. Northampton Co. Dec. 9, 2019).
On December 10, 2020, the Commonwealth proposed to call Brian
Oliver as its next witness and stated that it intended to introduce "a video
that shows the defendant having an interaction with Brian Oliver while in
prison." N.T. Dec. 10 at 165-66. The video depicted Holmes in prison garb
in Northampton County Prison. See id. at 167. Holmes's counsel was
previously informed that the Commonwealth intended to introduce this video
and that the video itself had been provided to Holmes's counsel. See id. at
166.
Brian Oliver is the brother of Jason Oliver, Holmes's best friend who
was murdered outside of a gentlemen's club in 2006. See N.T. Dec. 8 at 8285. The Commonwealth alleged that Holmes murdered Aponte as revenge
for the murder of Jason Oliver, and that Brian Oliver, an inmate at the
Northampton County Prison, would testify about a conversation that he had
with Holmes in Northampton County Prison on January 10, 2020, the
anniversary date of Jason Oliver's murder, in which Holmes stated to Brian
Oliver that he "handled his business." N.T. Dec. 10 at 177; see also N.T.
Dec. 14 at 25. The surveillance video depicted Holmes and Brian Oliver
having a brief conversation and embracing in the Northampton County
Prison on January 10, 2020. Additionally, the Commonwealth sought to call
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Inspector Charles Horvath, a representative from the Northampton County
Prison, to authenticate the prison video. Prior to Brian Oliver and Inspector
Horvath testifying, the Court discussed the potential introduction of the
aforementioned video with counsel. See generally N.T. Dec. 10 at 166-79.
Holmes's counsel "objected" to the introduction of the prison video:

THE COURT: [ ... ]But you were supposed to file a motion in
limine months ago.
MR. MONAHAN: I understand.
THE COURT: A year ago. What's the argument Mr. Monahan?
MR. MONAHAN: It's highly prejudicial.

THE COURT: We know that. What's the legal argument?
MR. MONAHAN: I have no response to -- to that.
THE COURT: You have no legal argument as to why it should be
excluded?
MR. MONAHAN: No, not at this point.

Id. at 168-69 (emphasis added); see also Pa.R.Evid. 103 ("Preserving a
Claim of Error. A party may claim error in a ruling to admit or exclude
evidence only: if the ruling admits evidence, a party, on the record: makes
a timely objection, motion to strike, or motion in limine; and states the
specific ground, unless it was apparent from the context[.]"). Here,
Holmes's counsel clearly failed to state the specific ground of the objection
except to state that the video was "highly prejudicial." N.T. Dec. 10 at 168.
Therefore, any alleged error with respect to admission of the video or
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admission of testimony regarding the video has been waived. See
Pa.R.Evid. 103.
This Court found that the issue of whether Holmes's appearance in a
video in prison garb in Northampton County Prison constituted "appearing"
before a jury in prison garb to be unaddressed by the Pennsylvania appellate
court. In Estelle v. Williams, the United States Supreme Court held that an
accused cannot be forced to appear before a jury in prison attire because it
serves as a "constant reminder of the accused's condition implicit in such
distinctive, identifiable attire," affecting a juror's judgement. 425 U.S. 501,
504-05 (1976). Additionally, viewing a defendant in prison garb "gives the
appearance of one whom the state regards as deserving to be so attired"
and such unnecessary portrayal may constitute fundamental unfairness.

Commonwealth v. Keeler, 264 A.2d 407, 409 (Pa. Super. 1970).
As a result, this Court excluded the video of Brian Oliver and Holmes in
the Northampton County Prison because its unfair prejudice outweighed its
probative value. See Pa.R.Evid. 403 ("The court may exclude relevant
evidence if its probative value is outweighed by a danger of one or more of
the following: unfair prejudice[ ... ] 'Unfair prejudice' means a tendency to
suggest decision on an improper basis or to divert the jury's attention away
from its duty of weighing the evidence impartially."). The video depicted
Holmes in the Northampton County Prison, with another prisoner, Brian
Oliver, both wearing what is identifiable as prison garb, in a setting that may
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be recognized as a prison. This Court found that displaying this video to the
jury would prejudice Holmes by serving as a reminder of his incarcerated
status. While there was probative value, namely corroboration of Holmes
hugging Brian Oliver on the anniversary date of Jason Oliver's murder, such
probative value did not outweigh the prejudice to Holmes that would be
caused by this visual depiction of him in prison garb in a prison setting.
This Court ruled that the video itself was inadmissible and would not
be shown to the jury. See Opinion of the Court, Commonwealth v. Holmes,
No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (Northampton Co. Dec. 14, 2020); see also Order
of the Court, No. C-48-CR-3514-2017 (Northampton Co. Dec. 14, 2020).
However, Brian Oliver was permitted to testify regarding the interaction he
had with Holmes, which was the subject of the prison video, and Inspector
Horvath was permitted to testify as to what he viewed on the prison video.
See id. This testimony was relevant and, because the jury would not be

viewing Holmes in prison garb, its potential prejudice did not outweigh its
probative value. See Pa.R.Evid. 402; see also Pa.R.Evid. 401.
Prior to admitting the testimony of Brian Oliver and Inspector Horvath,
the Court read the following limiting instruction onto the record:
A fundamental principle of our law is that you must presume the
Defendant innocent. This means that you are to accept that the
mere fact that the Defendant is charged with a crime does not
mean that he is guilty of it. You will hear evidence of a video in
which the Defendant was incarcerated in Northampton County
Prison while awaiting trial on these charges. The Defendant was
not in Northampton County Prison on any other charges. He was
only in Northampton County prison awaiting the trial in this case.
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You must not hold it against the Defendant if he was in
Northampton County Prison awaiting trial in this case. The
Defendant begins the case with a clean slate. The Defendant
has no obligation to prove his innocence.
N.T. Dec. 14 at 37-38.
Holmes alleges that this Court erred by admitting the testimony of
Brian Oliver and Inspector Horvath regarding the prison video. See Concise
Statement ,J 10. However, these issues are waived because Holmes's
counsel failed to lodge an objection prior to the testimony of both Brian
Oliver and Inspector Horvath. An objection to the introduction of evidence,
with stated reasons, must be made and noted of record at trial. See
Pa.R.Evid. 103 ("Preserving a Claim of Error. A party may claim error in a
ruling to admit or exclude evidence only: if the ruling admits evidence, a
party, on the record: makes a timely objection, motion to strike, or motion
in limine; and states the specific ground, unless it was apparent from the

context); see also Commonwealth v. Jefferson, 226 A.2d 765, 768 (Pa.
1967) ("As a general rule, if the admission of evidence is to be reviewed, an
objection to the introduction thereof, with stated reasons, should be noted of
record at trial."). The failure to object to evidence or testimony in a timely
manner waives the issue. See May, 887 A.2d at 761 (holding that the
"absence of contemporaneous objections" renders an appellant's claims
waived); see also Ballard, 460 A.2d at 1092 (discussing how various claims
were waived because appellant failed to object at trial); see also Griffin, 412
A.2d at 901 (stating that, in most cases, "in a timely manner" requires
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contemporaneous objection). Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that
Holmes has failed to properly preserve this issue for appellate review.
CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, we respectfully suggest that Holmes's
appeal lacks merit and should be dismissed.

BY THE COURT:
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